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Abstract

Project management organises about 30% of the world’s economy (Hu et al.,

2015b). Many recent projects apply critical chain project management (CCPM)

methodology, which requires critical chain identification and design of project

and feeding buffers. Critical chain identification is fundamental as it provides

a baseline schedule without resource contentions. Subsequently, accurate

sizing of the time buffers is essential, because too small buffers result in

emergency procedures to prevent late delivery, whereas too large buffers result

in uncompetitive bids and lost contracts. Previous research simply treats

the former as a standard resource-constrained project scheduling problem

(RCPSP) and predominantly focuses on the buffer sizing problem. The work

typically results in excessive buffers and in critical chains being challenged by

the insertion of feeding buffers, leading to inconsistent performance in project

makespan estimation.

In this research, we start with an explicit definition for the problem of

critical chain identification considering how to deal with resource contentions.

In addition to the RCPSP method that avoids concurrent processing of tasks

involved, three new methods that allow for concurrent processing of tasks

via trade-off between time and cost/resource are proposed and represented in

mathematical programming models, which are actually generalised RCPSPs

and potentially provide shorter critical chains and CCPM schedules. Then,

heuristics are proposed to solve these NP -hard models. Experimental analysis

on wide-ranging real-life project data confirms the effectiveness of these methods

and tests the validity of the proposed heuristics against benchmarks.

Given that the critical chain and baseline schedule are determined, we de-

velop a new buffer sizing procedure based on analytical network decomposition.

The procedure is implementable for any project network and offers logical

xi



advantages over previous ones. First, the size of a feeding buffer is determined

from all associated noncritical chains. Second, the project buffer incorporates

safety margins outside the critical chain by comparing feeding chains with their

parallel critical counterparts. Computational testing on a case study of a real

project and extensive simulated data shows that our procedure delivers much

greater accuracy in estimating project makespan, and smaller feeding buffers.

Furthermore, the resulting critical chain is never challenged. Additional be-

nefits include delayed expenditure, and reductions in work-in-process, rework,

and multitasking.

Then, an improved CCPM method is obtained by combining the critical

chain identification and buffer sizing procedures. We conduct a numerical

study on the time performance of the CCPM compared to traditional critical

path methods, using diverse real-life project data and considering different

scenarios of uncertainties and risk preferences. The results indicate consistent

advantages of CCPM regarding short and accurate project makespan estimates.

Comprehensive information of how each method performs in each scenario

is also provided to help with the decision making of appropriate scheduling

techniques for any specified project.

Overall, this research fundamentally improves the CCPM methodology

to deliver efficient project schedules and provides clear guidelines for project

managers to choose the right scheduling techniques for real-life projects.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Projects are important issues to organisations and economies. Approximately

30% of global economic activity is organised using project management, imply-

ing an annual value of about $27 trillion (Hu et al., 2015b; Zhao et al., 2020).

Applications have expanded from construction and engineering, to information

technology, research and development, software development, pharmaceuticals,

corporate change management, new product and service development, etc.

(Hall, 2016) However, due to a lack of effective project planning or execution,

many projects are delivered late or even cancelled before completion. The

resulting costs are billions of dollars per year (Leach, 2014). A widely used

response is critical chain project management, or CCPM (Goldratt, 1997). It

is a schedule method that place buffers on any schedule path to account for

limited resources and project uncertainties (PMI, 2013, p.178). The develop-

ment of CCPM is viewed by some experts as an important breakthrough in

the history of project management, as it collects slack time that may be lost

due to Parkinson’s Law into specific buffers and considers well the interaction

between task durations, precedence relationships, and resource requirements

and availabilities that greatly influence the project duration (Herroelen and

Leus, 2001; Hall, 2016). The planning and execution principles of CCPM have

been widely adopted in firms like Boeing, Intel, Halcrow and Phillips, and

numerous reports describe significant improvements in project performance as

a result (Herroelen and Leus, 2001; Blackstone Jr et al., 2009; Maylor, 2010;

Hall, 2016; Sarkar et al., 2018).

CCPM works by developing a deterministic baseline schedule, i.e., identify-

ing the critical chain as the set of tasks that determines the project makespan

incorporating both precedence and resource dependencies based on mean task

durations, and then protecting it from project uncertainties and resource bottle-

necks by the insertion of three types of buffers (Tukel et al., 2006; PMI, 2013).

A single project buffer is placed at the end of the critical chain to protect the

completion time of the project. Multiple feeding buffers are added to the end
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of noncritical chains to prevent them from becoming critical. Multiple resource

buffers, which do not consume time, act as alerts for resource availability on

the critical chain. The project and feeding buffers are time buffers that need

to be carefully sized since they may significantly impact the planned project

schedule. In execution, the consumption of these buffers also indicates project

processes, thus facilitating project monitoring and control. It is appealing

to both project managers and academics that CCPM uses explicit buffers to

proactively protect deterministic baseline schedules against uncertainty and

integrates project planning and control (Herroelen and Leus, 2001; Pellerin

and Perrier, 2019).

Despite a great amount of work on theoretical analysis, methodological

improvement and applications of CCPM in the literature, quite some research

challenges remained. Firstly, there is a need to improve critical chain iden-

tification and buffer sizing procedures as the crucial components of CCPM.

Critical chain identification determines a baseline schedule without resource

contentions, which plays an important role in the subsequent buffer sizing and

the complete CCPM schedule. However, to the best of our knowledge, this

problem has not been explicitly specified nor thoroughly studied considering

how to tackle resource contentions.

Buffer sizing starts from the critical and noncritical chains identified, ag-

gregates safety margins of individual tasks into buffers, and then relocates

them at the end of associated chains. Previous buffer sizing research, focused

predominantly on the critical chain, typically results in excessive buffers, which

then leads to uncompetitive bidding for projects and loss of potentially valuable

contracts (Hall, 2016). Also, without logical analysis of the relations between

critical and noncritical chains as well as project and feeding buffers, the identi-

fied critical chain tends to be challenged by feeding buffers during planning,

thus creating confusion, rescheduling, and the use of expensive emergency

procedures.

Secondly, while project planning techniques play an important role in the

success of project performance, it is difficult to make the right choice in practice

because projects have different features and needs. Besides CCPM, there are

two traditional and popular planning methods - the critical path method (CPM)

and the project evaluation and review technique (PERT). There is a lack of

a systematic comparison of CCPM, which integrates the improved critical

chain identification and buffer sizing procedures, and traditional CPM/PERT

conducted in realistic settings, to provide clear guidelines for this decision

making.

Due to the lack of clearly clarified critical chain identification procedure and

well sized buffers particularly for complex project networks, the performance of

CCPM is inconsistent in estimating project makespans as well as protecting the

2



identified critical chain. Moreover, since CCPM calls for cultural and behaviour

changes including giving up safe task duration estimates, handing over tasks

in a relay race manner instead of watching the individual due dates, sharing

values of buffers rather than task slack times and avoiding multitasking, the

traditional and simple CPM is still dominant in the scheduling techniques used

in industry despite the fact that CCPM is widely inquired and claimed to have

better time performance (Aredah et al., 2019).

This thesis intends to address these challenges, to promote use of CCPM

in practice, and to provide efficient planning techniques for real-life projects to

enhance time performance, by answering three specific questions:

(1) How to take resource dependency into account in the critical chain? Or

how to deal with potential resource contentions so that the critical chain

is as short as possible?

(2) How to deliver reasonable and accurate buffers based on the identified

critical chain?

(3) What is the time performance of the improved CCPM and CPM/PERT

in realistic settings?

The first question is the problem of critical chain identification, which is

the fundamental step in CCPM and provides the extended project networks as

the base for buffer sizing. Starting from an explicit problem definition, we con-

sider the trade-off between time and cost/resource when dealing with resource

contentions, while the literature only postpones tasks involved. Mathematical

programming models and priority-based heuristics are proposed to solve this

NP -hard problem. The second question is the central unsolved problem within

CCPM as discussed above. Accordingly, the thesis provides a fundamentally

improved buffer sizing procedure through analytical decomposition of project

networks. The decomposition enables us to obtain more accurate information

of interactions between local structures and buffers, thus determining buffers

that lead to more accurate project makespan estimations and avoid the issue

of a challenged critical chain. Also, the procedure is implementable to any well-

defined project network. The proposed critical chain identification and buffer

sizing procedures are then integrated to deliver improved CCPM schedules. For

the third question, we conduct a numerical comparison of the improved CCPM

with traditional CPM/PERT. This comparison is more comprehensive than the

literature because we use more real data with diverse project characteristics,

additionally consider project features such as uncertainty levels and risk pref-

erences, and define extra performance indicators of estimation accuracy and

reliability. The results show consistent advantages of CCPM over traditional

CPM methods and further indicate the right scheduling techniques to guarantee

3



the time performance of projects in different scenarios of uncertainties and risk

preferences.

The remainder of the thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 positions the

three research questions in the literature, and meanwhile provides definitions

of elementary and relevant concepts. Main methodologies and data used

throughout the thesis are introduced in the end. Chapter 3 addresses the

problem of critical chain identification based on trade-off between time and

cost/resource. Chapter 4 presents the buffer sizing procedure by network

decomposition. Chapter 5 conducts a comparative study on the improved

CCPM and traditional CPM/PERT. Chapter 6 provides conclusions with

overall contributions of the thesis assessed. Open problems and future directions

of research are also identified. See Figure 1.1 for an overview of the structure.

Figure 1.1: The Thesis Structure
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter, we first provide definitions for important concepts that are

mentioned throughout the thesis. Then we position the three research ques-

tions regarding critical chain identification, buffer sizing and CCPM versus

CPM/PERT in the literature of CCPM, and introduce the methodologies to

address these problems. Finally, we describe the data used in the thesis.

2.1 Elementary Definitions

A project is defined as a temporary endeavour undertaken to create a unique

product, service or result (PMI, 2013). In both practice and literature, it is

commonly represented by a task-on-node network with individual tasks as

nodes and precedence relationships as directed arcs, which is called a project

network and is technically an acyclic directed graph. Project management

deals with the coordination of all initiation, planning, executing, monitoring

and closing processes in the course of a project to achieve success. There are

five factors determining the success - time, cost, quality, scope and customers’

expectation, as summarised in Figure 2.1 (Haughey, 2017). In this thesis, we

focus on the time performance regarding the project makespan, which is the

time period from the project start to the end.

Project planning is fundamental in project management, whereas a lack of

effective plans is one root cause of project failures and project performance

problems (Leach, 2014). As a response, there are three popular project planning

techniques: critical path method (CPM), project evaluation and review tech-

nique (PERT), and critical chain project management (CCPM). Compared to

the traditional CPM/PERT, CCPM is a significant methodological innovation

in project management in recent years and well-acknowledged as an effective

alternative (PMI, 2013; Hall, 2016). These techniques concentrate on the time

factor in the project management diamond, and to a lesser extent on others.

Kelley and Walker (1959) introduce the CPM to plan the performance of
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Figure 2.1: The Project Management Diamond

projects, with critical tasks and critical path as the core. The critical path is the

sequence of project network tasks adding up to the longest overall duration and

determines the shortest possible project makespan (PMI, 2013), i.e., it is a path

from start to end consisting of tasks with zero total float calculated via forward

and backward recursions. The authors demonstrate that CPM has potential

applications in various human activities, such as construction and maintenance

of highways, buildings and railroads, and governments reporting and analysing

subcontractor performance. They also point out that CPM has limitations to

deal with limited manpower and resources among several concurrently running

tasks, as there is an important underlying assumption, which is “adequate

resources are available to implement any computed schedule”.

Almost at the same time and independently, Malcolm et al. (1959) develop

the PERT method. Instead of treating task durations as deterministic data

as CPM does, PERT puts the tasks in stochastic environment in which the

actual task durations are subject to considerable chance variation. To deal

with this variation, PERT uses three time estimates − the optimistic, the most

likely, and the pessimistic. Critical tasks and critical path, which determine

the project makespan, are also fundamental to PERT. The way to identify

critical tasks is similar to CPM. Therefore, PERT and CPM are both referred

to as critical path methods.

Meanwhile, PERT could derive the probabilities that a project will be

completed by a specified schedule date, based on its three estimates (Moder

et al., 1983, p.13). To get this probability, traditionally, there are three necessary

assumptions: (1) each realised task duration follows a beta distribution, (2)

these task durations are independent, and (3) the identified critical path

contains enough tasks to allow us to invoke the Central Limit Theorem and

to conclude that the length of critical path is normally distributed (Winston,

2004, p443). There is another important ”no-overtaking” assumption in PERT,
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i.e., the longest path in expectation remains the longest path in realisation.

While the former assumptions introduce inaccuracy, the last one causes the

PERT probabilities to be biased on the high side (Moder et al., 1983, p.271).

The resource is also assumed unlimited in PERT.

The CCPM method, introduced by Goldratt (1997), is developed from the

critical path methods. While the critical path covers only task dependencies,

i.e., the precedence relationships, the critical chain is the set of tasks that

determines the project makespan considering both precedence relationships

and resource dependencies/contentions (Newbold, 1998). It is the longest

path in the project network consisting of sections that are technologically

sequenced and resource dependent (Tukel et al., 2006). Tasks on the critical

chain are critical tasks, and tasks outside the critical chain are noncritical tasks

forming the noncritical chains, or the feeding chains. A resource contention is

a situation where the total resource demand exceeds the resource availability

during some time period of the project.

Furthermore, CCPM allows project managers to place buffers in terms

of additional time periods or warnings on any schedule path to account for

limited resources and project uncertainties (PMI, 2013). Conventionally, safety

times are added into task duration estimates as cushions. Goldratt argues that

doing so could lead to Parkinson's Law and Student Syndrome, which then

would cause delay of the whole project. Therefore, quite different to the critical

path methods, CCPM adjusts, aggregates and relocates the safety margins

in the end of critical and noncritical chains using time buffers. The project

buffer placed at the end of the critical chain protects the completion time

of the project. Removing uncertainty from individual tasks into one project

buffer enables better overall time control in the project (Hameri and Heikkilä,

2002). Feeding buffers are inserted wherever the noncritical paths join the

critical chain and prevent them from becoming critical. There is a third type of

buffers in CCPM - the resource buffers, which are not time buffers but warning

systems reminding the needed resources to be ready before the start of critical

tasks.

The overall CCPM scheduling procedure is: (1) laying out the late-finish

network, resolve resource contentions, and identify the critical chain, considering

task durations without safety margins, (2) adding project buffer to the end

of the critical chain, (3) adding feeding buffers to the end of all chains that

feed the critical chain, and (4) resolving any resource contentions created by

adding feeding buffers through resequencing tasks earlier in time. To exploit

the late-finish schedule, we focus on the start of the chains and the completion

of the project instead of the start and finish times of each individual task.

Meanwhile, the buffer consumption ratio, which is calculated as the percentage

of the buffer used versus the percentage of the chain completed, measures task
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chain performance and provides action levels for decision. (Leach, 2014, pp.

134-135, 170-171)

2.2 Literature Review

CCPM has attracted a lot of attention in the literature since it was introduced.

Patrick (1998) and Izmailov et al. (2016) give specific descriptions for this

method and claim that it effectively deals with inevitable uncertainty of pro-

jects and avoids the impact of Parkinson's Law 1 and Student Syndrome 2 at

the task level and Murphy's Law 3 at the project level. Patrick (2001) then

describes the beneficial effects of CCPM from a perspective of the link between

project planning and risk management. Starting from a thorough analysis of

some reasons projects are late, Blackstone Jr et al. (2009) describes CCPM in

such a way that it can avoid such lateness factors, such as Parkinson's Law,

Student Syndrome, resource dependency and task convergence. Further, the

book by Leach (2014) provides a comprehensive description of CCPM, from

the rationale to the methodology, exploitation and extensions. There is also

evidence that CCPM has various applications in construction, engineering,

oil refinery industry, order management, software developing, and automobile

research and development process (Bevilacqua et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2009;

Maylor, 2010; Xie et al., 2010; Yang and Fu, 2014; Ghoddousi et al., 2017;

Sarkar et al., 2018; Nugroho et al., 2020; Zohrehvandi et al., 2020a,b; Sembiring

and Putra, 2020). Besides, Yeo and Ning (2002) creatively incorporate and

combine CCPM and supply chain management in a framework for procurement

in engineering-procure-construct (EPC) projects; Salama et al. (2018) integ-

rate CCPM and linear scheduling method to provide schedules for repetitive

construction projects; and Zhang and Liu (2020) combine critical chain method

and multi-level graphic evaluation and review technique network to provide

schedules for complex equipment remanufacturing projects.

However, CCPM also receives several critiques: it requires a huge culture

change such as giving up safe estimation of task durations, sharing values of

buffers, and avoiding multitasking; it advocates keeping the original critical

chain and it is oversimplified; it lacks well-defined procedures for complex

networks, and suitable and supportive software (Raz et al., 2003; Herroelen

and Leus, 2001; Herroelen et al., 2002). These academics call for considera-

tion of limitations and cost of adopting CCPM, as well as careful and wise

implementation. Interestingly, Rickett, who is an executive at IBM and has

1The phenomenon that work expands so as to fill the time available for its completion (Par-
kinson, 1957).

2The planned procrastination when a student will only start to apply themselves to an
assignment at the last possible moment before its deadline (Wikipedia, 2018).

3An adage: “Anything that can go wrong will go wrong” (Wikipedia, 2020).
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used CCPM for a number of years within IBM and its clients, dismisses these

critiques as believed to generally come from theoretical and simulation studies,

not case studies of actual projects (Blackstone Jr et al., 2009). However, as a

matter of fact, a report by Aredah et al. (2019) shows that among nearly 400

participants in the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) industry

surveyed, the CPM is dominant in the scheduling techniques with a percentage

of 51% while the number for CCPM is only 12% despite that CCPM is widely

inquired and claimed to have better time performance.

To fundamentally improve the CCPM technique by addressing specific

issues and eventually to promote its implication in practice, this research starts

with an extensive literature review, which is divided into three categories -

critical chain identification, buffer sizing, and CCPM versus CPM/PERT in

consistency with the three research questions. A table summarising research

gaps and contributions is provided at the end of each subsection.

2.2.1 Critical Chain Identification

Critical chain identification is the first step in CCPM and prepares the baseline

schedule for subsequent buffer sizing procedure. More specifically, it decides

the baseline network on which the positions and sizes of project and feeding

buffers depend, and determines the overall project duration.

Traditionally, critical chain identification is described as the following pro-

cess (Tukel et al., 2006): (1) determining the late start project network, i.e.,

push all tasks as late as possible according to precedence relations, (2) elimin-

ating resource contentions by re-sequencing tasks involved and avoiding con-

current processing of them, i.e., by employing any of the resource-constrained-

project-scheduling-problem (RCPSP) heuristics or exact procedures such as

branch-and-bound, and (3) finding the critical chain as the longest path of

dependent tasks for the feasible schedule identified in previous steps. We

see that eliminating resource contentions is crucial for identifying the critical

chain, which should account for resource dependency in addition to technical

precedence relationships as defined.

A range of papers directly apply heuristics or exact algorithms of the

RCPSP to eliminate resource contentions and consequently obtain the critical

chain, using the process mentioned above. The RCPSP is a well-known NP -

hard problem (Demeulemeester and Herroelen, 2002). The usually used exact

algorithm is branch-and-bound method (Mingozzi et al., 1998; Herroelen et al.,

1998). Talbot and Patterson (1978) improve the enumeration procedure to

solve the RCPSP by identifying partial solutions that cannot possibly lead to

improved solutions, which is also an efficient algorithm. Due to its NP -hardness,

more academics turn to heuristic algorithms. Elmaghraby et al. (2003) and
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Yassine et al. (2017) divide these heuristics into two classes: priority-rule based

heuristics and metaheuristics, such as simulated annealing, Tabu search, scatter

search, genetic algorithms and ant colony optimisation. Vanhoucke (2016, pp.66-

71) summarises the priority rules based on four sources of information: activity

information (e.g. longest processing time), network information (e.g. most

immediate successors), scheduling information (e.g. minimum slack from the

critical path method), and resource information (e.g. greatest resource work

content). Examples of metaheuristics available to solve the RCPSP are the

differential evolution by Peng and Huang (2014), the genetic algorithms by

Zamani (2013), and the harmony search algorithm by Giran et al. (2017).

Schwindt and Zimmermann (2015) provide a good summary of popular RCPSP

algorithms.

In the field of CCPM, priority-rule based heuristics are commonly used.

Rabbani et al. (2007) set the priority rule based on the task contribution in

reducing the expected project duration and its variance. Among the tasks

involved in resource contentions, those with the greatest probability to be on

the critical chain and the greatest correlation with the project variance are

allocated with available resources first. Liu et al. (2009) provide the tasks with

greater distance from the project completion and longer durations with higher

priority level at the resource bottlenecks. In the critical chain identification

algorithm of Zhang et al. (2009), the priority is determined by the task float

calculated via the critical path method, the task influence on successor paths in

terms of the number of successor paths, and the durations of successor paths.

The existing CCPM literature simply treats the problem of critical chain

identification as identical to the RCPSP and chooses to re-sequence tasks

involved (e.g., moving tasks earlier by Herroelen and Leus (2001)) and avoid

concurrent processing of them, to resolve resource contentions and then obtain

the critical chain. Radically, it changes resource dependencies into precedence

relationships using priorities rules. Although the RCPSP provides a helpful

analysing tool for critical chain identification, they are not the same problem,

as re-sequencing tasks is not the only way to resolve resource contentions. The

problem of critical chain identification needs to be specifically defined consid-

ering how to deal with resource contentions. Furthermore, the re-sequencing

could lead to an unpleasant outcome - a long critical chain and a long project

makespan.

To address these issues, the thesis first provides an explicit problem de-

scription for critical chain identification, then introduces three new methods to

deal with resource contentions in addition to the re-sequencing (or avoiding

concurrent processing) procedure indicated by the RCPSP. More specifically,

these methods allow certain concurrent processing of tasks with time and

cost/resource trade-off by increasing resource availabilities in the time peri-
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ods of resource contentions, or decreasing resource demands of tasks involved

normally with their durations increased, or combining the two ideas. Three

models, which extend the standard RCPSP, are established to represent the

three methods and to facilitate finding solutions to the problem. Ideally, the

new methods can obtain shorter critical chains than the RCPSP and provide

more efficient options for decision makers in practice. As extensions of the

RCPSP, these new models are also NP -hard, thus heuristics are proposed and

compared to benchmarks.

Research Gaps
• Simply treating CCI as standard RCPSP
• Postponing tasks as the only method to deal with resource contentions
• Long project makespan estimation

Contributions
• Explicit problem definition
• Alternative methods, models and heuristics considering trade-off
0 between time and cost/resources
• Potentially short project makespan estimation

Table 2.1: Literature Summary and Contributions - CCI

2.2.2 Buffer Sizing

The buffer sizing procedure starts from the baseline schedule/network derived

from critical chain identification. We understand that a project buffer is

placed at the end of the critical chain, and feeding buffers are placed wherever

noncritical chains join the critical chain, i.e., if a noncritical task immediately

precedes a critical task, then a feeding buffer is inserted between them. These

time buffers need to be carefully sized since they may significantly impact the

planned project schedule. Actually, accurate buffer sizing is essential to the

economic success of project companies. Buffers that are too small result in

replanning and expensive emergency procedures to avoid late delivery of the

project. However, buffers that are too large result in uncompetitive bidding

for projects and loss of potentially valuable contracts (Hall, 2016).

The literature provides numerous methods to determine the project and

feeding buffers. It is important to note that these methods decide the project

buffer using the information of the critical chain, and decide a feeding buffer

using the information of the longest feeding chain if there are multiple.

Goldratt (1997) describes task estimates as containing two parts: an average

part and a safety margin. He removes safety margins from task durations

and includes half of the sum of all safety margins along a chain in a buffer at

the end. This is the original buffer sizing approach, known as Cut-and-Paste

Method (C&PM). A widely used alternative method is Root Square Error
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Method (RSEM), where the buffer size is the square root of the sum of the

squared safety margins of tasks on the associated chain (Newbold, 1998; Leach,

1999; Herroelen and Leus, 2001). Ashtiani et al. (2007) assume that task

durations follow lognormal distributions and use a shape parameter to estimate

task safety margins, which are aggregated as in RSEM. Similarly, Fallah et al.

(2010) use the coefficient of variation, skewness and kurtosis of the assumed

lognormal distribution to estimate the buffer size. Long and Ohsato (2008)

employ fuzzy mathematics to estimate activity durations and safety margins.

Gao et al. (2007) apply grey system theory to quantify the inherent task

uncertainties, i.e., the safety margins. Their formula consists of the product of

grey task duration and uncertainty proportion, where the latter depends on

the grey degree and position weight of the task. Zhang et al. (2009) assume

that task durations follow Beta distributions and use optimistic, most likely,

and pessimistic durations. They define the “elasticity” of task durations using

these estimates. The buffer size then incorporates the three estimates and the

elasticity.

Other studies estimate buffer sizes by considering not only task safety

margins, but also factors external to the individual tasks that influence project

performance. These factors include network complexity, resource tightness,

task flexibility, risk preference and information flow, among others. Statistical

tools such as the normal and lognormal distributions, fuzzy mathematics

and simulation are used to calculate task safety margins. To quantify the

external uncertainties, most of these studies use simple mathematical formulas,

while several others apply fuzzy mathematics and risk assessment approaches.

Leach (2003) argues that buffer size should cover both task duration variances

and bias, which is anything that invalidates the aggregation of variances and

increases the project schedule relative to the plan. He provides a list of bias

factors including merging paths and multitasking, and suggests increasing the

buffer size in proportion. Tukel et al. (2006) use the variance of a lognormal

distribution of task durations as the safety margin, and also incorporate two

project attributes, resource tightness and network complexity, into the buffers.

Shi and Gong (2009) use fuzzy mathematics to quantify resource tightness and

additionally consider risk preferences of project managers for buffer sizing.

Xie et al. (2010) propose a modified RSEM for software development

projects by incorporating technical complexity and the tightness of resource

constraints. Bie et al. (2012) consider the uncertainty caused by common risk

factors, such as weather. They quantify this uncertainty using the ratio of the

number of risk-related tasks to the total number of tasks in a chain and the

proportion of duration uncertainty of a task that is explained by the risk factor,

and incorporate it into the variance-based buffer size. Ma and Jiang (2012) use

trapezoidal fuzzy numbers to describe task safety margins and incorporate the
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influence of task positions. Yu et al. (2013) propose a buffer sizing procedure

by incorporating a resource utilization impact factor into the RSEM formula,

and the buffers are then modified according to the free slacks of tasks. Every

positive difference between the initial size of a feeding buffer and the free slack

is added to the initial project buffer.

Ma et al. (2014) develop a complex buffer size formula, using the variance

of a normal distribution as the safety margin and five external uncertainties:

environment, task or network complexity, task flexibility, resource tightness

and risk preference. Zhang et al. (2014) determine the buffer size by including

the difference between 90% - confidence and 50% - confidence task durations as

the safety margin and the effects of resource tightness and network complexity.

A similar work by Zhang et al. (2015) also incoporates the effects of the two

project attributes, while using fuzzy theory to calculate the task duration

uncertainties. Further, Zhang et al. (2016b, 2017) consider comprehensive

resource tightness, resource substitutability, and resource usage in the variance-

based buffer sizing. Zhang et al. (2016a) also model external uncertainty caused

by information flow between tasks and add specified rework safety time to

buffers. Ghoddousi et al. (2017) treat the safety margin in the same way as Ma

et al. (2014), but use a risk assessment approach to analyse the effects of chain

complexity and chain flexibility on buffer size. Ma et al. (2019) consider risks

of rework and define a rework buffer which is added to the estimated project

makespan. Zarghami et al. (2019) assume stochastic resource availabilities and

define the resource reliability measure to scale up the RSEM buffers.

A few papers use Monte Carlo simulation to define the risk of overrunning

task end time and decide the buffer size based on this information. Hoel

and Taylor (1999) define the project buffer size as the difference between the

simulated 90% project completion time and expected project completion time,

but specify the feeding buffer size using the notion of free slack. However,

Tenera (2008) determines both the project and feeding buffers via Monte Carlo

simulation. Other works use stochastic models to find task start times and

project completion time. Trietsch (2005a) considers project buffer size for a

completely serial project. He solves a stochastic model of the project completion

time to minimize project cost including delay penalty, and determines the

project buffer based on the standard deviation of the completion time and a

desired service level, i.e., the probability of on-time completion. A correction

for task duration estimation bias is also considered. Trietsch (2006) defines

a feeding buffer as the nonnegative difference between the latest start time

and the actual start time of a task. He derives actual start times from a

stochastic program that minimizes linear earliness and tardiness costs, subject

to precedence constraints.

We see that the literature uses global project network characteristics such
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as network complexity to scale up the buffers, or uses simulation and stochastic

program procedures to decide buffers. The local information of project networks

is not considered. More specifically, there is a lack of detailed analysis of the

interactions between critical and noncritical chains and between project and

feeding buffers. Raz et al. (2003) raise a similar concern by pointing out

that there is no clear buffer sizing procedure for complex networks where a

given task has both predecessors and successors from several chains. As a

result, there are several negative outcomes. First, safety margins of some

noncritical tasks could be unnecessarily covered by several feeding buffers.

Then, the critical chain tends to be challenged by the insertion of excessive

feeding buffers during planning, which creates confusion, rescheduling, and the

use of expensive emergency procedures. Overall, because of focusing on the

critical (or the longest feeding) chain, the published procedures do not provide

robust estimates of buffer sizes and project makespans for diverse data sets. In

this research, we analytically decompose project networks to derive the local

details of network structures to address these issues, and provide a well-define

buffer sizing procedure that is implementable to any project network.

The issue of a challenged critical chain is specifically discussed by Hoel and

Taylor (1999), Herroelen and Leus (2001), Herroelen et al. (2002) and Raz et al.

(2003). An empirical study by Zhao et al. (2019) further show that a challenged

critical chain occurs frequently over 110 projects. There are three types of

solutions in the literature. Tukel et al. (2006) keep the critical chain unchanged

even if one of the feeding chains becomes a longer path. Leach (2014, p.174)

uses the same idea and claims this issue is insignificant in larger projects. The

second solution determines feeding buffer sizes by considering the free slacks of

feeding chains (Hoel and Taylor, 1999; Kokoskie, 2001; Yu et al., 2013; Peng

and Huang, 2014). The third solution is by Zhao et al. (2019) who propose a

two-stage heuristic rescheduling approach. These solutions either determine the

feeding buffer without considering uncertainties of noncritical chains, or simply

add the positive difference between safety margin and free slack of each feeding

buffer to the project buffer. Doing so ignores parallel relationships between

these buffers and results in unnecessarily large project buffers. Herroelen and

Leus (2001) suggest calculating the project buffer according to the baseline

schedule that already includes the feeding buffers. However, they do not

offer sufficient details for implementation. This thesis addresses the issue by

incorporating uncertainties and both critical and noncritical chain information

into buffer sizing decisions.
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Research Gaps
• No clear procedure for complex networks
• Scale up buffers with simple measures
• Challenged critical chain
• Inconsistent project makespan estimation

Contributions
• Well-defined procedure implementable to any project network
• Analytical buffer sizing via network decomposition
• Critical chain protected
• Accurate project makespan estimation

Table 2.2: Literature Summary and Contributions - BS

2.2.3 CCPM v CPM/PERT

With critical chain identification and buffer sizing processed, we now have

a complete CCPM schedule. How it performs, especially compared to the

traditional and popular critical path methods (CPM and PERT), is what

interests both academics and practitioners the most. Therefore, there are many

papers comparing the three methods, from descriptions of similarities and

differences to case-based numerical studies.

Newbold (1998, p.98) lists the differences of CCPM from critical path

analysis: “average task durations are used instead of safe durations; slack is

neither eliminated nor spread out through the schedule, while instead, buffers

are applied at key points; tasks are scheduled as late as possible without

risking the project completion; both precedence and resource dependencies

are taken into account”. The corresponding benefits are: “project lead times

are cut significantly by pooling the slack into strategically placed buffers;

investment, work-in-progress and the need for rescheduling are minimised;

project completion dates are secure; task priorities are clear”.

Other academics hold similar opinions but have different focuses. Leach

(1999) claims CCPM mainly differs from CPM by including resource dependen-

cies and never changing the critical chain, and it improves the project plan by

ensuring it is feasible and immune from reasonable uncertainty or statistical

fluctuations. Umble and Umble (2000) focus on resource contentions and

safety time. Steyn (2000, 2002) pays attention on that CCPM takes resource

limitations into account. Rand (2000) claims that while CPM/PERT may

be characterized as dealing solely with certain technical aspects of project

management, CCPM focuses very much on how management deals with hu-

man behaviour in both constructing and managing the project network. He

specifically points out “PERT deals with uncertainty in the same way for all

activities, whether or not they are on the critical path”, while CCPM has more

flexible ways, which are reflected in various buffer sizing methods. Trietsch
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(2005b) summarises and examines the often raised differences of CCPM: “the

use of resource constraints instead of resource levelling; abolishing due dates

to manage tasks; the use of project buffers and feeding buffers; the importance

of avoiding multi-tasking”. He argues that these differences are not quite new,

but admits that compared to CPM/PERT, CCPM addresses the issues in

project scheduling such as task dependency, resource dependency, uncertainty

and project control as a package, thus is a more holistic approach. Watson

et al. (2007) briefly illustrate three major differences: the method of assigning

activities times, the use of buffers and the elimination of resource conflicts.

Špundak et al. (2008) gives a relatively complete list of changes of CCPM

as Newbold does. He emphasises that all changes will not be successful if

not accompanied by organisational changes. Trietsch and Baker (2012) state

CCPM's main attractions are simplicity of use, explicit protection against

stochastic variation, and a set of reasonable control guidelines.

In addition to the above explanatory comparisons of CCPM and CPM/PERT,

a few others conduct experiments to study their differences. Specifically, Budd

and Cooper (2006), Yang (2007), Blackstone Jr et al. (2009) and Huang et al.

(2012) provide single case studies, and Petroutsatou (2019) experiments on

the data of 27 real-life projects in Greece, whereas Shurrab and Abbasi (2016)

generate random projects for their experiment. The planned project duration

is commonly used as the performance indicator and the buffer sizing method

incorporated in CCPM is either the Cut and Paste Method or the Root Square

Error Method. The uniform conclusion is that CCPM delivers shorter project

makespans than CPM and has a comparable performance with PERT.

It is important to note that most of the previous comparison studies focus

only on the advantages of CCPM and explanatorily analysis the methods

themselves, and there is a lack of connection between project planning tech-

niques and realistic project settings. The literature also seems to ignore the

advantages of CPM/PERT. They are still useful in projects for which due date

provides an important source of control, Parkinson's Law or Student Syndrome

are not major issues, or the resources are adequate. As mentioned, CPM is

still the dominant scheduling technique in the AEC industry (Aredah et al.,

2019) despite its limitations. It is hard for project managers to choose the

right method given that projects have different features and needs.

To fill the gaps, it is necessary to do specific analysis about how they

perform in practice via extensive experiments in realistic settings, which is

also claimed by Petroutsatou (2019), Budd and Cooper (2006) and Ghaffari

and Emsley (2015). Furthermore, buffer sizing methods have been improved

in the literature as well as by this research to replace the Cut and Paste and

Root Square Error methods, but in the previous experimental studies none

of the improved buffer sizing methods is used. Therefore, this thesis makes a
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systematic and thorough comparison of the CCPM incorporating the improved

buffer sizing method and CPM/PERT to confirm their individual advantages,

to promote the implementation of CCPM, and to provide project managers

with guidelines to make better decisions regarding different projects.

Research Gaps
• Lack of comprehensive numerical comparison considering
0 connections of scheduling techniques and project features,
0 and performance indicators besides project makespans
• Ignoration of advantages of CPM methods

Contributions
• Comparison study using real-life data with diverse characteristics,
0 defining performance indicators of estimation accuracy and reliability,
0 and considering levels of uncertainty and risk preference
• Connecting CCPM and CPM scheduling techniques
0 with different project scenarios

Table 2.3: Literature Summary and Contributions - CCPM vs CPMs

2.3 Methodology

To address the three research questions, the thesis combines methods of math-

ematical programming models, heuristics, graph theory, statistics, simulations,

case studies and numerical studies. More specifically, we build mixed integer

programming models to represent the problem of critical chain identification

and propose priority-rule based heuristics to solve these NP -hard models. A

case study is conducted to illustrate the implication of these models to deliver

the critical chains and the resulting CCPM schedules. The effectiveness and

validity of these heuristics in delivering short critical chains are tested against

well-performed benchmarks in the literature, using real-life project data.

For the problem of buffer sizing, we first decompose the extended net-

work derived from the critical chain identification procedure into individual

components, based on which we apply the depth-first search technique to

find all feeding chains. Network analysis and linear programming models are

considered in determining the project and feeding buffer sizes. Likewise, a case

study is conducted to illustrate the buffer sizing procedure. Then, we compare

the performance of the proposed procedure with representative benchmarks

via extensive experiments using randomly generated project data. Also, the

lognormal distribution is used to describe the stochastic realised task durations,

and simulation is used to calculate performance indicators.

To numerically compare CCPM with traditional CPM/PERT, we consider

realistic project settings for the experiment. First, we use the diverse data

of real-life projects, including mean task durations, resource quantities and
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networks. Then we vary the safety margin level and uncertainty level of task

durations in reasonable ranges according to practice. Given all these settings,

we use simulation procedures to calculate the time performance indicators of

the planned schedules.

2.4 Data

As mentioned above, both real and randomly generated data are used in this

study. We collect 40 real-life projects from the website of Operations Research

& Scheduling Research Group (OR&S, 2019b; Batselier and Vanhoucke, 2015;

Vanhoucke et al., 2016). Table 2.4 gathers their labels for reference.

Table 2.4: Labels of 40 Real-Life Projects

For each of these projects, the data includes task durations, precedence

relationships and resource demands, availabilities and prices. Other projects

on this website are not used because they miss at least one type of the resource-

relevant data. Further, some of the raw data are adjusted as follows to suit

the to be defined problems.

• For tasks demanding more than one type of resources, we keep only one
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resource type given priorities of highest ratio of demand to availability

and highest resource price;

• For task durations and resource demands with non-integer values, we

round them up to the closest integers.

Also, we use RanGen2 software (Figure 2.2) to generate random project

networks (OR&S, 2019a; Demeulemeester et al., 2003; Vanhoucke et al., 2008,

2016). In the generator, there are five input parameters: the number of tasks,

the serial/parallel network indicator I2, number of resources, resource usage

metric RU and resource scarceness metric RC. The I2 value measures the

closeness of a network to a serial or parallel network, with I2 = 0 indicating

that all tasks are in parallel and I2 = 1 indicating that the network is completely

serial. The resource usage metric RU is the number of resource types each task

requests. The resource scarceness metric RC is the total demand of a resource

divided by the product of the number of tasks requesting the resource and the

availability of the resource. Projects can be randomly generated as needed

with appropriate values assigned to these parameters.

Figure 2.2: The RanGen Software
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Figure 2.3 illustrates a project example generated by RanGen2 with 10

nondummy tasks, 2 resource types, I2 = 0.5, RU = 2 and RC = 0.5.

Figure 2.3: A Data Example by RanGen2
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Chapter 3

Critical Chain Identification

with Trade-Off between Time

and Cost/Resource

Overview

Critical chain identification (CCI) is the fundamental step in CCPM. In the

literature, it is simply treated as a standard resource-constrained project

scheduling problem (RCPSP), where the resource contentions in a project

are tackled by avoiding concurrent processing of tasks involved. The RCPSP

is a well-known NP -hard problem (Demeulemeester and Herroelen, 2002).

While avoiding concurrent processing is not the only way to deal with resource

contentions in practice and may lead to long project makespans, there is a need

to re-define the problem of CCI. We first provide an explicit problem definition

for CCI considering how to deal with resource contentions, then propose three

new methods that allow for concurrent processing of tasks involved via trade-off

between time and cost/resource. Three mathematical programming models

are respectively established for the three methods and are actually generalised

RCPSPs. They have optimal values, i.e., the critical chain durations, no

greater than the RCPSP. The new CCI methods and the corresponding CCPM

schedules, which incorporate the cut-and-paste buffer sizing method, are firstly

illustrated and compared with the standard RCPSP method in a case study.

The results show that new CCI methods can provide shorter critical chains and

CCPM schedules than the RCPSP method with reasonable trade-off between

time and cost/resource. Further, heuristics are proposed to solve these NP -hard

models. Experimental analysis on wide-ranging real-life project data confirms

the effectiveness of different CCI methods and tests the validity of the proposed

heuristics against benchmarks.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 defines the
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CCI problem. Section 3.2 describes four methods to address the problem,

including the standard one in literature and three newly proposed ones with

mixed-integer programming models established. The models are shown to be

NP -hard and their relations are also presented. Section 3.3 illustrates these

methods and the relevant CCPM schedules via a case study on two real-life

projects. Section 3.4 further proposes priority-rule based heuristics to solve

the models. Then Section 3.5 conducts experimental analysis of the proposed

heuristics on diverse real-life project data. Section 3.6 provides the concluding

remarks.

3.1 Problem Description

To identify the critical chain that accounts for both task precedence and

resource dependency, we need to deal with potential resource contentions. As

defined in Section 2.1, a resource contention refers to a situation where the total

resource demand exceeds the resource availability during some time period of

the project. The problem of CCI basically consists of two questions:

• How to take resource dependency into account in the critical chain? Or

exactly speaking, how to deal with potential resource contentions so that

the critical chain is as short as possible? This is the essential question.

• The subsequent question is how to derive the critical chain given a

solution to the first question.

The essential problem can be formulated as follows. We consider a project

consisting of a task set V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, a set E ⊆ V × V of precedence

relationships, and a renewable resource set R = {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Tasks 1 and n

are dummy tasks, with no duration or resource requirement, representing the

start and end points of the project. Thus, task 1 is an immediate predecessor

of every non-dummy task without other non-dummy predecessors, and task n

is an immediate successor of every non-dummy task without other non-dummy

successors. We assume there is a constant availability rk for each resource

type k ∈ R throughout the project horizon, which is a standard assumption

in CCPM and RCPSPs (Tukel et al., 2006). Every non-dummy task i has

a non-preemptive duration di and a constant resource demand riki ≤ rki of

resource type ki ∈ R in execution. Note the di is the mean estimate of duration

given by the task owner, as the CCPM solves the problem deterministically

and protects the schedule from uncertainties using buffers (Herroelen and

Leus, 2001), which will be discussed in the next chapter; and the resource

type ki is the primary resource that determines the duration of task i (Leach,

2014, p.170). All task durations, resource demands and resource availabilities
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are assumed to be integers. For each task i, let Γ−1
i ⊆ V \ {i} denote the

set of its immediate predecessors. The set E of precedence relationships is

given as E = {(i, j) : i ∈ Γ−1
j , j ∈ V }. For every pair (i, j) ∈ E, task i must

be finished before the start of j. All the tasks and precedence relationships

form an acyclic task-on-node network PN(V,E). In this network, precedence

relationships (i, j) are denoted by i→ j when referring to chains, and tasks are

topologically numbered, meaning that if (i, j) ∈ E, then i < j. The objective

is to find the shortest critical chain in the project network, considering task

precedence relationships and resource contentions. We let T denote the critical

chain duration. Refer to Page xv for a full list of notations consistently used

throughout the thesis.

The subsequent question can be easily answered by finding a chain of

tasks that form the project makespan of the baseline schedule derived from

the essential question, since the finish time of a preceding task equals the

start time of its successor along the critical chain. More specifically, the

critical path analysis can be directly applied over an extended project network

that incorporates the original technical precedence relationships and the new

precedence relationships introduced by resolving potential resource contentions.

Therefore, we focus on the essential question in this research.

3.2 Solution Representation

The solutions to the essential question are proposed w.r.t. different ways to

deal with resource contentions. The common way in the literature, denoted by

(a), is to postpone some tasks that could be involved in resource contentions.

This method actually avoids concurrent or parallel processing of tasks involved.

However, it may lead to an unpleasant outcome - a longer critical chain and

a longer project makespan. By contrast, allowing for certain concurrent pro-

cessing of tasks helps deliver short project makespans. Meanwhile and naturally,

the resource contentions should be resolved by temporily increasing resouces

availabilities or reasonably decreasing task resource demands. Similar ideas can

be found in the work by Varghese and Farzana (2018) and Demeulemeester et al.

(2000). Therefore, three different methods of resolving resource contentions for

CCI are considered:

(b) [Time and Cost Trade-off] To increase resource availability in the time

periods of resource contentions with the allowance of extra budget C.

(c) [Time and Resource Trade-off] To decrease resource demand of tasks

involved in resource contentions, normally with their durations increased.

(d) [Time and Cost/Resource Trade-off] To combine (b) and (c) when certain
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extra cost C and changes of task resource demands and durations are

both available.

The following subsections discuss the details of all four solutions and build

relevant mixed-integer programming models for the problem.

3.2.1 Solution (a) & Model M0

We first introduce a concept version of model M0 of the RCPSP to represent

the problem with solution (a) applied to resolve resource contentions, where

Tmax =
∑

i∈V di denotes an upper bound of the duration of the critical chain

as a project can be scheduled within the time period of [0, Tmax] (Lawler,

1973), and the binary variable xit indicates whether or not task i is active

in time period t, i.e., the time interval [t − 1, t). Particularly, the resource

constraints (3.4) force postponement of some tasks if resource demands exceed

resource availabilities at some time periods.

M0 min T (3.1)

s.t. Si + di ≤ T, ∀ i ∈ V (3.2)

Si + di ≤ Sj , ∀ (i, j) ∈ E (3.3)∑
i∈V

rik · xit ≤ rk, ∀ k ∈ R, ∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1} (3.4)

Si ≥ 0, ∀ i ∈ V (3.5)

xit =

1 , if Si ≤ t− 1 < Si + di,

0 , otherwise.

∀ i ∈ V, ∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1}

(3.6)

According to Talbot and Patterson (1978, p.1165), this model is useful for

understanding the problem, but it does not state the problem in a form that is

amenable to solutions via standard (mixed) integer programming techniques.

The shortcoming is due to the absence of a mechanism for identifying all

active tasks in time period [t− 1, t). Therefore, the key point of transforming

the conceptual model to a proper model is to mathematically represent the

active tasks at time period [t − 1, t). Let ξit be a 0-1 binary variable that

equals 1 if task i starts at the beginning of the time interval [t − 1, t), and

equals 0 otherwise. Then the binary variable xit in constraints (3.4) equals∑t
τ=σ(t,i) ξiτ , where σ(t, i) = max{1, t−di+1} = max{0, t−di}+1, as explained

in Remark 1. We have
∑Tmax+1

t=1 ξit = 1 for any i and the start time Si of task

i is
∑Tmax+1

t=1 (t− 1) · ξit. Consequently, the mixed-integer programming version

of M0 is as follows. Some other well-known integer programming versions can
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be found in the papers by Mingozzi et al. (1998) and Bianco and Caramia

(2012).

M0 min T (3.7)

s.t.

Tmax+1∑
t=1

(t− 1) · ξit + di ≤ T, ∀ i ∈ V (3.8)

Tmax+1∑
t=1

(t− 1) · ξit + di ≤
Tmax+1∑
t=1

(t− 1) · ξjt, ∀ (i, j) ∈ E (3.9)

∑
i∈V

rik ·
t∑

τ=σ(t,i)

ξiτ ≤ rk, ∀ k ∈ R, ∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1} (3.10)

Tmax+1∑
t=1

ξit = 1, ∀ i ∈ V (3.11)

ξit = 0 or 1, ∀ i ∈ V, ∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1} (3.12)

Remark 1. We know that parameter t refers to time period [t− 1, t), and if

xit = 1, then Si ≤ t− 1 < Si + di and if xit = 0, then t ≤ Si or Si + di ≤ t− 1.

We also know that if ξit = 1, then Si = t − 1, and if ξit = 0 then Si 6= t − 1,

∀ i ∈ V . Let σ(t, i) = max{1, t − di + 1}. Now we show that if xit = 1

then
∑t

τ=σ(t,i) ξiτ = 1, and if xit = 0 then
∑t

τ=σ(t,i) ξiτ = 0. If xit = 1, then

Si ∈ {t−di, t−di+1, . . . , t−1}, meaning that ∃! τ ∈ {t−di+1, t−di+2, . . . , t}
s.t. ξiτ = 1. Therefore,

∑t
τ=t−di+1 ξiτ = 1 with 1 ≤ t−di+ 1 and

∑t
τ=1 ξiτ = 1

with t−di+1 < 1. If xit = 0, then Si ∈ {t, t+1, . . . , Tmax}∪{0, 1, . . . , t−di−1},
i.e., Si /∈ {t− di, t− di + 1, . . . , t− 1}, meaning that for any τ ∈ {t− di + 1, t−
di + 2, . . . , t}, ξiτ = 0. Therefore,

∑t
τ=t−di+1 ξiτ = 0 with 1 ≤ t − di + 1 and∑t

τ=1 ξiτ = 0 with t−di+1 < 1. Similarly, we can prove that if
∑t

τ=σ(t,i) ξiτ = 1

then xit = 1, and if
∑t

τ=σ(t,i) ξiτ = 0 then xit = 0.

Now we develop an interesting special case of the standard RCPSP to

mathematically represent a manual approach of identifying the critical chain

described by Leach (2014, pp.170-175). Additionally considering that all

resource demands and availabilities are unit one, which indicates that a resource

contention occurs when tasks using the same type of resource are concurrently

processed, we establish the model M′0.
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M′0 min T (3.13)

s.t. Si + di ≤ T, ∀ i ∈ V (3.14)

Si + di ≤ Sj , ∀ (i, j) ∈ E (3.15)

Si + di − Sj ≤M · yij , ∀ (i, j) ∈ F (3.16)

Sj + dj − Si ≤M · (1− yij), ∀ (i, j) ∈ F (3.17)

Si ≥ 0, ∀ i ∈ V (3.18)

yij = 0 or 1, ∀ (i, j) ∈ F (3.19)

In the model, F = {(i, j) : ki = kj , i < j} includes every pair of tasks

consuming the same type of resource, and M is a large enough number to

ensure that Si+di−Sj ≤M and Sj +dj−Si ≤M are satisfied for all variables

of Si that satisfy other constraints in the problem. We let M = Tmax + 1.

To deal with resource contentions by avoiding concurrent processing of tasks,

constraints (3.16) and (3.17) introduce a precedence relationship (if not defined

in the problem description) between each pair of tasks that belongs to F .

Note that task pairs indicated by immediate or nonimmediate precedence

relationships can be deleted in F .

We confirm the problem represented by M′0 is NP -hard in the following

proposition. Further, we know that the CCI problem represented by the

RCPSP model M0 with each task requiring one type of renewable resource is

also NP -hard, because the NP -hard problem of M′0 represents a special case

with resource demands and availabilities equal to one.

Proposition 1. The optimisation problem of M′0 is NP-hard.

Proof. We prove the problem is NP -hard by showing its decision variant is

NP -complete, which is presented as follows.

Instance M′
0: A set V of n tasks, each task i with duration di ∈ Z+ and

a type of renewable resource ki ∈ R = {1, 2, . . . ,m}, resource demands

and availabilities equal to unit one, precedence relationships E, and a

time limit W ∈ Z+.

Question: Is there a schedule function S from V to {0, 1, 2, . . . ,W − 1}
such that

(i) if (i, j) ∈ E, then Si + di ≤ Sj ,

(ii) for each i ∈ V , Si + di ≤W , and

(iii) for each integer t ∈ [0,W ), let At be the set of tasks that satisfy

Si ≤ t < Si + di, the resource types required by tasks in At are

different from each other (resource feasibility)?
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First, we see that the problem of M′0 is in NP because given any “yes”

instance, to obtain an assignment of Si, i ∈ V as a certificate and to test

whether the three conditions are satisfied by this assignment can be done in

polynomial time O
(
n3
)
. Note it is equivalent to check only task completion

times Si + di for resource feasibility as changes of task total resource demands

occur only at time zero or at the completion time of a task (Artigues et al.,

2008, p.25).

Further, we show the problem to be NP -hard based on the work by Bernstein

et al. (1989), which provides an NP -complete problem P0 as follows.

Instance P0: Two types of processors (renewable resources) r1 and r2,

rk can execute only jobs of type k, a set of tasks V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, each

task i has the following properties

(i) type Ki ∈ {1, 2}, and

(ii) processing time (duration) di = 1,

a directed forest G = (V,E) of precedence constraints, and a positive

integer W .

Question: Is there a schedule function S from V to Z∗ such that

(i) for each task i, Si + 1 ≤W ,

(ii) if (i, j) ∈ E, then Si < Sj , i.e., Si + 1 ≤ Sj , and

(iii) if Si = Sj , then Ki 6= Kj?

It can be easily identified that P0 represents a special case of the target

problem M′0, with di = 1 and m = 2. Through the method of restriction, we

see that the decision problem of M′0 is NP -hard, and then is NP -complete

because it is in NP. Therefore, the optimisation problem of M′0 is NP -hard.

3.2.2 Solution (b) & Model M1

In this subsection, we build a mixed-integer programming model for solution (b)

that allows concurrent processing of tasks involved in resource contentions by

temporarily increasing resource availabilities given the extra budget C. The

binary variable ξit defined in Section 3.2.1 is also incorporated in this model

to indicate the task start times. Meanwhile, we let q′k denote the unit cost of

additional resource k per time unit, which is generally no less than the original

unit cost qk.
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M1 min T (3.20)

s.t.

Tmax+1∑
t=1

(t− 1) · ξit + di ≤ T, ∀ i ∈ V (3.21)

Tmax+1∑
t=1

(t− 1) · ξit + di ≤
Tmax+1∑
t=1

(t− 1) · ξjt, ∀ (i, j) ∈ E (3.22)

∑
t∈{1,2,...,Tmax+1}

∑
k∈R

q′k ·max

∑
i∈V

rik ·
t∑

τ=σ(t,i)

ξiτ − rk, 0

 ≤ C (3.23)

Tmax+1∑
t=1

ξit = 1, ∀ i ∈ V (3.24)

ξit = 0 or 1, ∀ i ∈ V, ∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1} (3.25)

The existence of extra budget C allows concurrent processing of some tasks

involved in resource contentions for some time periods, which is the core of the

model as realised by constraint (3.23). Therefore, this is a time/cost trade-off

problem, where the time refers to the critical chain duration. By changing

the value of C, solutions of the model indicate how the objective value of T

decreases as C increases.

Some may argue that in practice to increase resource availability could be

expensive. However, this strategy is acceptable if we need a shorter project

makespan and have some extra cost allowance. Compared to (a), solution

(b) can lead to shorter critical chain T at a certain extra cost. Varghese and

Farzana (2018, p.2650) introduce a similar idea to ‘shorten the lead time of

the project by using added resources for certain windows of the time to break

contention’, although without in-depth analysis. Deckro and Hebert (1989)

also consider using additional resources for periods with insufficient resources,

but in their model the extra availability of each resource needs to be specified.

To obtain an exact solution of the model is very difficult, because a special

case that has C = 0 is equivalent to the NP -hard M0. It is worth to note

another special case. If C is so large that additional resources are as many

as needed, the constraint (3.23) becomes redundant and model M1 reduces to

a simple mathematical representation of the critical path method that only

considers precedence relationships for scheduling projects. Therefore, for every

project instance, there is a threshold of C beyond which the optimal value

of T of M1 will not decrease but stay at the possibly smallest level, i.e., the

critical-path-based project duration. This threshold can be calculated using

the formula on the left side of constraint (3.23) given a critical path schedule.

The core constraint (3.23) is not linear because of the “max” component,
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but can be linearised through the following technique. Firstly, we introduce

new variables ykt for every k ∈ R and t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1}, and for every

ykt, introduce a pair of binary variables z1
kt and z2

kt. Then, the constraint (3.23)

is equivalent to such set of constraints:

∑
t∈{1,2,...,Tmax+1}

∑
k∈R

q′k · ykt ≤ C, (3.26)

0 ≤ ykt − (
∑
i∈V

rik ·
t∑

τ=σ(t,i)

ξiτ − rk) ≤Mk · (1− z1
kt),

∀ k ∈ R, ∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1}

(3.27)

0 ≤ ykt ≤Mk · (1− z2
kt), ∀ k ∈ R, ∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1} (3.28)

z1
kt + z2

kt ≥ 1, ∀ k ∈ R, ∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1} (3.29)

z1
kt, z

2
kt = 0 or 1,∀ k ∈ R, ∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1} (3.30)

where the large-enough positive number Mk =
∑

i∈V rik,∀ k ∈ R.

As explained in Remark 2, Constraints (3.27) - (3.30) guarantee that

ykt = max

∑
i∈V

rik ·
t∑

τ=σ(t,i)

ξiτ − rk, 0

 .

Thus, we obtain a proper mixed-integer programming model of M1 by replacing

the constraint (3.23) with constraints (3.26) - (3.30).

Remark 2. Constriants (3.29) - (3.30) indicate for each k and t, there are

three scenarios for {z1
kt, z

2
kt}: 1○ z1

kt = 1, z2
kt = 1; 2○ z1

kt = 1, z2
kt = 0; 3○

z1
kt = 0, z2

kt = 1. For scenario 1○, Constraints (3.27) - (3.28) force ykt =∑
i∈V rik ·

∑t
τ=σ(t,i) ξiτ − rk = 0; For scenario 2○, Constraints (3.27) - (3.28)

force ykt =
∑

i∈V rik ·
∑t

τ=σ(t,i) ξiτ − rk ≥ 0; For scenario 3○, Constraints (3.27)

- (3.28) force ykt = 0 ≥
∑

i∈V rik ·
∑t

τ=σ(t,i) ξiτ −rk. Therefore, for all scenarios,

we have ykt = max
{∑

i∈V rik ·
∑t

τ=σ(t,i) ξiτ − rk, 0
}

.

3.2.3 Solution (c) & Model M2

In this subsection, we build a mixed-integer programming model for solution (c)

that allows concurrent processing of tasks involved in resource contentions by

reasonably decreasing their resource demands if possible. Firstly, we need to

describe how task durations change with resource demands using one of the

following assumptions.

Assumption 1. We assume that the duration and resource demand of a task

are in a linear relationship, i.e., for every task i ∈ V with original duration di
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and resource demand riki , the updated duration d′i and resource demand r′iki
satisfy d′i = di + liki · (r′iki − riki), where liki is negative.

The linear assumption is also used by Moder et al. (1983, p.241), De-

meulemeester et al. (2003, pp.35-36) and Hu et al. (2015a). However, it

requires the value of liki , which is hard to define or justify in practice. Altern-

atively, we can consider an assumption of constant work content as follows to

describe the change of resource demand and duration of each task.

Assumption 2. Let wi be the work content of task i with original duration di

and resource demand riki and wi = di · riki . We assume that the work content

wi remains constant when riki is reduced to r′iki . Then, the updated duration

d′i satisfies d′i · r′iki = di · riki = wi, for every non-dummy task i ∈ V .

De Reyck et al. (1998) and Demeulemeester et al. (2000) hold similar

assumptions in their works. Based on Assumption 1 or 2, we decide d′i given

r′iki and build the model M2.

M2 min T (3.31)

s.t.

Tmax+1∑
t=1

(t− 1) · ξit + d′i ≤ T, ∀ i ∈ V (3.32)

Tmax+1∑
t=1

(t− 1) · ξit + d′i ≤
Tmax+1∑
t=1

(t− 1) · ξjt, ∀ (i, j) ∈ E (3.33)

∑
i∈V

r′ik ·
t∑

τ=σ(t,i)

ξiτ ≤ rk, ∀ k ∈ R,∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1} (3.34)

Tmax+1∑
t=1

ξit = 1, ∀ i ∈ V (3.35)

riki ≤ r
′
iki
≤ riki , ∀ i ∈ V, ∀ k ∈ R (3.36)

ξit = 0 or 1, ∀ i ∈ V, ∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1} (3.37)

Since we treat task durations as functions of resource demands, where

decrease in resource demands causes increase in durations, model M2 represents

a CCI problem considering time and resource trade-off. The decision variable

r′iki should satisfy the resource constraints (3.34). Additionally, it has an upper

bound, which is the original resource demand riki , and a lower bound riki ,

which should be specified given a project instance. Correspondingly, the task

duration d′i has a lower bound, which is the original duration di, and an upper

bound, which can be determined given riki . The Tmax in this model is the sum

of the upper bounds of all task durations.

When the value of riki is fixed for every task, i.e., riki ≤ r′iki ≤ riki , the task
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resource demands and durations cannot be changed, and the model becomes

the single-mode M0. Therefore, the problem of M2 is also NP -hard.

The above version of model M2 has nonlinear constraints (3.34) that include

the multiplication of decision variables of r′ik and ξiτ . We can transform it into

a mixed-integer programming model with the idea of multi-mode tasks. More

specifically, we change the single mode of every task i into multiple execution

modes {1, 2, . . . , Oi} with different resource demands ranging from riki to riki
and relevant durations calculated based on Assumption 1 or 2, while carefully

making all task durations and resource demands integer-valued to keep the

discrete-time formulation. Let the binary variable ξijt = 1 denote task i in

mode j (1 ≤ j ≤ Oi) starting at the beginning of time period [t − 1, t) and

ξijt = 0 otherwise; dij denote the duration of task i in mode j; and rijk denote

the resource demand on resource k of task i in mode j. We transfer model M2

as a multi-mode RCPSP as follows.

M2 min T (3.38)

s.t.

Oi∑
j=1

Tmax+1∑
t=1

(t− 1 + dij) · ξijt ≤ T, ∀ i ∈ V (3.39)

Oi∑
j=1

Tmax+1∑
t=1

(t− 1 + dij) · ξijt ≤
Ol∑
j=1

Tmax+1∑
t=1

(t− 1) · ξljt, ∀ (i, l) ∈ E

(3.40)∑
i∈V

Oi∑
j=1

rijk ·
t∑

τ=σ(t,i)

ξijτ ≤ rk, ∀ k ∈ R,∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1}

(3.41)

Oi∑
j=1

Tmax+1∑
t=1

ξijt = 1, ∀ i ∈ V (3.42)

ξijt = 0 or 1, ∀ i ∈ V, ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Oi}, ∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1}
(3.43)

In the model, formulas
∑Oi

j=1

∑Tmax+1
t=1 (t− 1) · ξijt and

∑Oi
j=1

∑Tmax+1
t=1 (t−

1 + dij) · ξijt respectively denote the start and end times of task i, and Tmax

is the sum of the upper bounds of all task durations. The value 1 or 0 of the

formula
∑t

τ=σ(t,i,j) ξijτ , where σ(t, i, j) = max{1, t−dij +1}, indicates whether

or not task i in mode j is active in the time period [t− 1, t), as explained by

Remark 3. Refer to papers of Talbot (1982) and Coelho and Vanhoucke (2011)

for other popular multi-mode RCPSPs.

Remark 3. If task i in mode j is active in time period [t−1, t), then the mode j

is chosen and the start time satisfies Si ≤ t−1 < Si+dij . Naturally we have Si ∈
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{t−dij , t−dij+1, . . . , t−1}, which means that ∃! τ ∈ {t−dij+1, t−dij+2, . . . , t}
s.t. ξijτ = 1. Therefore, we have

∑t
τ=t−dij+1 ξijτ = 1 if 1 ≤ t − dij + 1 and∑t

τ=1 ξijτ = 1 if t− dij + 1 < 1. If task i in mode j is inactive in time period

[t−1, t), then either other mode rather than j is chosen or mode j is chosen but

the start time satisfies t ≤ Si or Si+dij ≤ t−1. In the first case, we have ξijτ = 0,

for any possible τ . In the second case, we have Si /∈ {t−dij , t−dij+1, . . . , t−1},
meaning that for any τ ∈ {t− dij + 1, t− dij + 2, . . . , t}, ξijτ = 0. Therefore,

in both cases we have
∑t

τ=t−dij+1 ξijτ = 0 if 1 ≤ t− dij + 1 and
∑t

τ=1 ξijτ = 0

if t− dij + 1 < 1.

3.2.4 Solution (d) & Model M3

In this subsection, we build a mixed-integer programming model for solution (d)

that allows concurrent processing of tasks involved in resource contentions

considering both temporarily increasing resource availabilities within the extra

budget C and reasonably decreasing tasks’ resource demands with durations

increased. Thus, the model M3 as a combination of M1 and M2 is built as

follows.

M3 min T (3.44)

s.t.

Tmax+1∑
t=1

(t− 1) · ξit + d′i ≤ T, ∀ i ∈ V (3.45)

Tmax+1∑
t=1

(t− 1) · ξit + d′i ≤
Tmax+1∑
t=1

(t− 1) · ξjt, ∀ (i, j) ∈ E (3.46)

∑
t∈{1,2,...,Tmax+1}

∑
k∈R

q′k ·max

∑
i∈V

r′ik ·
t∑

τ=σ(t,i)

ξiτ − rk, 0

 ≤ C (3.47)

Tmax+1∑
t=1

ξit = 1, ∀ i ∈ V (3.48)

riki ≤ r
′
iki
≤ riki , ∀ i ∈ V, ∀ k ∈ R (3.49)

ξit = 0 or 1, ∀ i ∈ V, ∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1} (3.50)

As in M2, the d′i is determined given r′iki under Assumption 1 or 2, and

Tmax is the sum of the upper bounds of all task durations. If C = 0, model M3

becomes M2. Moreover, if riki = riki for every task, model M3 becomes M1.

Therefore, the problem represented by model M3 is also NP -hard.

The model M3 has a nonlinear constraint (3.47) that includes the “max”

formulas and multiplications of two decision variables r′iki and ξit. As in

Section 3.2.3, we first transfer the single mode of each task i into multiple

modes {1, 2, · · · , Oi} by applying Assumption 1 or 2. Then, by incorporating the
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linearisation techniques used for M1 and M2, we obtain a proper mixed-integer

programming version of M3 as follows.

M3 min T (3.51)

s.t.

Oi∑
j=1

Tmax+1∑
t=1

(t− 1 + dij) · ξijt ≤ T, ∀ i ∈ V (3.52)

Oi∑
j=1

Tmax+1∑
t=1

(t− 1 + dij) · ξijt ≤
Ol∑
j=1

Tmax+1∑
t=1

(t− 1) · ξljt, ∀ (i, l) ∈ E

(3.53)∑
t∈{1,2,...,Tmax+1}

∑
k∈R

q′k · ykt ≤ C (3.54)

0 ≤ ykt − (
∑
i∈V

Oi∑
j=1

rijk

t∑
τ=σ(t,i,j)

ξijτ − rk) ≤Mk · (1− z1
kt),

∀ k ∈ R,∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1}

(3.55)

0 ≤ ykt ≤Mk · (1− z2
kt), ∀ k ∈ R,∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1} (3.56)

z1
kt + z2

kt ≥ 1, ∀ k ∈ R, ∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1} (3.57)

Oi∑
j=1

Tmax+1∑
t=1

ξijt = 1, ∀ i ∈ V (3.58)

z1
kt, z

2
kt = 0 or 1,∀ k ∈ R, ∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1} (3.59)

ξijt = 0 or 1, ∀ i ∈ V, ∀ j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Oi}, ∀ t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Tmax + 1}
(3.60)

In the model, Tmax is the sum of the upper bounds of all task durations,

Mk =
∑

i∈V max{rijk, j = 1, 2, · · · , Oi}, ∀ k ∈ R, and the extra budget C, if

not given, can be set as the threshold discussed in Section 3.2.2 or simply a

proportion of the original total resource cost.

3.2.5 Relations of Models

The mixed-integer programming models of M0, M1, M2 and M3 provide solu-

tions to the CCI problem by using different strategies to deal with potential

resource contentions. They have close relations with each other and with the

critical path method that can be represented by model M0 without resource

constraints. Figure 3.1 presents these relations with the directed arrow from

one node to another indicating that the former model with the restriction

specified on the arrow is equivalent to the latter model.

Models M1 and M2 represent two different solutions of (b) and (c) to

resolve resource contentions in critical chain identification. In M1, additional
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Figure 3.1: Relations of Models

resources beyond the original availabilities are introduced within the allowance

of budget C for the time periods of resource contentions, while the original

resources are available throughout the project and the resource demand and

duration of each task remain the same. Thus, the parallel instead of serial

processing of tasks involved is allowed because of C, which could then lead to

a shorter critical chain and a smaller project makespan. Therefore, we treat

M1 as a trade-off problem of project makespan and cost. If C is zero or too

small to allow any parallel processing of tasks, model M1 is equivalent to M0.

By contrast, model M2 forces the reduction of resource demands of tasks

involved in resource contentions to satisfy resource constraints where no extra

resource is available. The decrease in resource demands is assumed to lead to

certain increase in task durations. Therefore, it is a trade-off problem of task

duration and resource demand. If the resource demand of every task cannot

be changed, model M2 becomes M0. We see that models M1 and M2 are two

generalisations of M0 from different perspectives.

Since M3 is a combination of M1 and M2, it represents the idea of allowing

concurrent processing of tasks involved in resource contentions via trade-off

between time and cost/resource. It is directly reduced to the others without

such trade-off.

While the CPM assumes unlimited resources and only accounts for task

precedence relationships, models M0, M1 and M2 account for both precedence

relationships and resource dependencies in scenarios of limited resource avail-

abilities. They become equivalent to the CPM in appropriate steps as shown

in Figure 3.1.

Furthermore, we have the following proposition to compare the optimal

solutions T ∗ of all models based on these relations.

Proposition 2. Let T ∗(CPM) denote the critical path duration delivered by
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the critical path method. We have

T ∗(CPM) ≤ T ∗(M3) ≤ T ∗(M1) ≤ T ∗(M0),

and

T ∗(CPM) ≤ T ∗(M3) ≤ T ∗(M2) ≤ T ∗(M0).

3.2.6 Notes on Project Compression Techniques

In this subsection, we discuss the differences between the proposed solutions

and the project compression techniques.

Project crashing and fast tracking are two project compression techniques

used in practice to shorten project makespans without reducing project scope.

They are reactive procedures to be considered when a project falls behind

the schedule and needs to catch up or to finish sooner than the original

schedule. Project crashing considers the situations where the project must

be completed in a time period that is shorter than the critical path duration.

This technique allocates additional resources with incremental cost to tasks

on the critical path and reduces their durations, leading to the reduction of

project makespans. There is actually a trade-off between time and resource or

cost. Fast tracking refers to the situation where project tasks that are normally

executed sequentially are now executed in parallel for at least a portion of their

duration. This technique can only be used if tasks can be overlapped, which

means the precedence relationships among the tasks are discretionary. Fast

tracking may not result in a direct increase in the cost, but it could lead to

an increase of risk because tasks now being performed in parallel may lead to

rework and rearrangement. Rework could cause the project to lose even more

time. Therefore, there is a trade-off between the increased risk and a shorter

schedule. Note there is no consideration of resource contentions among tasks

in both of the techniques.

Quite differently, the focus of this research is to resolve resource contentions

for identifying the critical chain at the project planning stage, thus providing

proactive strategies for shortening project makespans. More specifically, three

solutions that allow concurrent processing of tasks involved in resource con-

tentions are proposed, based on the ideas of introducing additional resources

with extra cost and reducing task resource demands with durations increased.

The first idea does not change the individual durations of tasks, making it

fundamentally different from the project crashing technique. The second idea of

reducing resource demands of tasks involved in resource contentions is opposite

to project crashing. As for the differences to fast tracking, the proposed solu-

tions treat all task precedence relationships as mandatory, while fast tracking

violates the so-called discretionary precedence relationships.
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3.3 Case Study

In this section we conduct a case study to illustrate the CCI solutions, using

the adapted data of two real-life projects C2012-10 and C2012-11 introduced

in Section 2.4. In the data set, every task has a single mode of duration and

resource demand. For the models’ application to the projects, we treat the

given task durations as mean estimates (without safe margins) and further

specify all other required data as follows.

Project C2012-10 as shown in Figure 3.2 has 18 non-dummy tasks. We do

not add a dummy start and end to the project as task 1 or 18 is the only one

task without a predecessor or successor. The network is highly serial with the

serial/parallel indicator (SP, Vanhoucke et al. (2016)) equal to 0.82. Each task i

has three parameters (di, ki, riki). There are 9 types of renewable resources,

each of which has an availability rk and a unit cost qk. The task duration di is

measured in days and qk is the cost of resource k per unit per day. For M1,

we set the parameter q′k = qk and the extra budget C as 10 percent of the

original total resource cost, which is calculated as the sum of resource cost

over all tasks. For M2, we set the lower bound of resource demand riki as the

closest integer rounding up from riki/2, and apply Assumption 2 to calculate

the multi-mode task durations given integer-valued resource demands in the

range of [riki , riki ]. When a resulted duration is a fraction, we round it up

to the closest integer. As task 13 has no resource demand, we keep it as a

single-mode task. The settings for M3 is the same as for M1 and M2.

Figure 3.2: The Project C2012-10

Project C2012-11 as shown in Figure 3.3 has 12 non-dummy tasks. Task

1 and 14 are the dummy start and end tasks that have zero durations and

consume no resource. This network is more parallel than C2012-10, indicated

by a smaller serial/parallel indicator of 0.34. There are 2 types of renewable

resources, each of which has an availability rk and a unit cost qk. The mean

task duration di is measured in hours and qk is the cost of resource type k
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per unit per hour. Other parameter settings for models M1, M2 and M3 are

identical to settings in project C2012-10.

Figure 3.3: The Project C2012-11

Given the data specified, the linearised models are optimally solved by the

branch-and-bound function “Intlinprog” in MATLAB R2018a since the two

projects consist of less than 20 tasks. The following subsections present the

results of critical chains and the complete CCPM schedules that include buffers

determined by the cut-and-paste method, as well as the trade-off between time

and cost regarding model M1.

3.3.1 Critical Chains

Figure 3.4 shows the optimal solutions to M0, M1, M2 and M3 on project C2012-

10. The four optimal solutions deliver a same critical chain with a duration

of 54 days, containing all tasks except 9, 11 and 13, and all introduce a new

precedence relationship (9, 8) between tasks 8 and 9 as they are potentially

involved in a resource contention. Note the critical chain is also the critical

path in the network. As Proposition 2 indicates, this is the shortest critical

chain that the four models could achieve. Further, it is achieved because in

the project network there is only one resource contention, which involves tasks

8 and 9, and the introduction of (9, 8) does not change the critical path.

The optimal solution to M1 uses no extra cost and the optimal solution to

M2 does not make change of any task resource demand or duration. Therefore,

M1 and M2 perform as well as M0 on the data of project C2012-10. Although

the optimal solution to M3 has resource and duration trade-off on task 9, it uses

no extra cost and achieves the same critical chain. The results indicate that

for project C2012-10, there is no need to allocate extra budget for increasing
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resource availabilities or to reduce resource demands of tasks to deal with

resource contentions. To avoid concurrent processing of tasks involved, as

indicated by the solutions of M0, M1 and M2, is good enough to break resource

contentions and deliver a short critical chain.

Figure 3.4: Baseline Schedules for Project C2012-10

Figure 3.5 shows the optimal solutions of four models on project C2012-11,

where the critical chains are

CC0 : 1→ 3→ 4→ 5→ 6→ 8→ 7→ 11→ 12→ 14,

CC1 : 1→ 3→ (partial) 4→ 5→ (partial) 6→ 8→ 11→ 12→ 14,

CC2 : 1→ 4→ 3→ 5→ 8→ 7→ 11→ 12→ 14,

CC3 : 1→ 2→ 5→ 8→ 11→ 12.

Note the critical chain CC1 has two incomplete tasks regarding tasks 4 and 6.

Since an explicit CCPM schedule requires a critical chain consisting of complete

tasks, we need to adjust CC1 to

1→ 3→ 4→ 5→ 6→ 8→ 11→ 12→ 14,
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which includes the complete tasks 4 and 6. Because of this adjustment, the

concurrent processing of tasks 2, 3 and 4 and tasks 5 and 6 is demolished. As

a result, the critical chain duration increases from 53 to 59 and the extra cost

is reduced from 544 to 144 to cover only the concurrent processing of tasks 7

and 8.

Figure 3.5: Baseline Schedules for Project C2012-11

Given the critical chains identified via each CCI method for project C2012-

11, the newly introduced precedence relationships are

M0 : (3, 4), (5, 6), (8, 7), (11, 13); M1 : (3, 4), (5, 6), (11, 13);

M2 : (4, 3), (11, 13); M3 : (9, 13), (10, 13).

Table 3.1 summarises the results of all methods in terms of the objective

value T ∗ (or the critical chain/path duration), extra cost incurred, and whether

or not considering task mode change. The percentage numbers are the relative

deviations of critical chain durations from that of model M0 and the ratios of

extra cost incurred to the original total cost, respectively.
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Models M0 M1 M2 M3

T ∗ 65 59 (9.23%) 63 (3.08%) 52 (20%)

Extra Cost 0 144 (2.5%) 0 444 (7.75%)

Task Model Change × × X X

Table 3.1: Comparison of Model Solutions for Project C2012-11

The proposed models of M1, M2 and M3 all produce shorter critical chains

than model M0, as indicated by Proposition 2. The smaller objective value of

M1 by 9.23% is due to increasing certain resource availabilities with an extra

cost of 144, which is 2.5% of the original resource cost. With this allowance,

tasks 7 and 8 are executed simultaneously to shorten the critical chain by 6

time units.

The smaller objective value of M2 by 3.08% is due to trade-off between

task resource demands and durations. More specifically, the resource demand

of task 5 is reduced from 7 to 5 with its duration increased from 12 to 17,

and the resource demand of task 6 is reduced from 4 to 2 with its duration

increased from 7 to 14. Thus, they are executed in parallel rather than in

serial, which saves 2 time units for the critical chain. The smaller objective

value of M3 by 20% is due to the concurrent processing of some tasks either

via trade-off between resource demands and durations or with the allowance of

extra cost. More specifically, tasks 5 and 6 are changed into modes with fewer

resources and longer durations for parallel processing, and the extra cost of

444 (as 7.75% of the original resource cost) allows parallel processing of tasks

2, 3 and 4 and tasks 7 and 8 without changing their modes.

3.3.2 Cut-and-Paste Buffers and CCPM Schedules

With the critical chains identified, we insert project and feeding buffers wherever

necessary to make complete CCPM schedules. The cut-and-paste method by

Goldratt (1997) is applied to determining the buffer sizes. Note the resource

buffers are not considered here because they do not occupy any time period.

For project C2012-10, all four models deliver a same critical chain that lead

to a same project buffer and a same project makespan. Therefore, we do not

compare the CCPM schedules for C2012-10, but mainly analyse the CCPM

schedules for project C2012-11 following the different critical chains derived

from the four models.

Figure 3.6 shows the critical chains and positions of buffers. The arrows

between tasks indicate the original and newly added precedence relationships

mainly between critical tasks and noncritical tasks. Besides, there are two

precedence relationships between noncritical tasks, i.e., (9, 13) and (10, 13),

added in the M3-based CCPM schedule. The precedence relationships between
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Figure 3.6: CCPM Schedules for Project C2012-11

critical tasks are implicitly built in the critical chains.

In the M0-based CCPM schedule, there are four noncritical chains - task

2, task 9, task 10 and task 13, given the critical chain CC0. The project

buffer PB0 is added to the end of task 12 and a feeding buffer is inserted

wherever a noncritical chain joins the critical chain. More specifically, we insert

feeding buffers FB01 between tasks 2 and 5, FB02 between tasks 9 and 12,

FB03 between tasks 10 and 12, and FB04 between tasks 13 and 14, which is

the dummy end.

For the cut-and-paste buffer sizing method, we first set the task safety

margins equal to the mean durations. Then, the size of a project or feeding

buffer is defined as a half of the sum of safety margins along the critical or the

noncritical chain. We have

PB0 = 1
2

∑
i∈CC0

di = 32.5,

FB01 = 1
2d2 = 6,FB02 = 1

2d9 = 2,FB03 = 1
2d10 = 1,FB04 = 1

2d13 = 2.5.

Consequently, the scheduled project makespan is

L0 =
∑

i∈CC0
di + PB0 = 97.5.

Similarly, for the M1-based CCPM schedule given the critical chain CC1,

we add a project buffer PB1 at the end of task 12 and insert feeding buffers

FB11 between tasks 2 and 5, FB12 between tasks 7 and 11, FB13 between

tasks 9 and 12, FB14 between tasks 10 and 12, and FB15 between tasks 13

and 14. For the M2-based CCPM schedule given the critical chain CC2, we

add a project buffer PB2 at the end of task 12 and insert feeding buffers FB21
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between tasks 2 and 5, FB22 between tasks 6 and 8, FB23 between tasks 9 and

12, FB24 between tasks 10 and 12, and FB25 between tasks 13 and 14. For the

M3-based CCPM schedule given the critical chain CC3, we add a project buffer

PB3 at the end of task 12 and insert feeding buffers FB31 between tasks 3 and

5, FB32 between tasks 2 and 5, FB33 between tasks 6 and 8, FB34 between

tasks 7 and 11, FB35 between tasks 9 and 12, FB36 between tasks 10 and 12,

and FB37 between tasks 13 and 14.

For the buffer sizes, we have

PB1 = 29.5, FB11 = 6,FB12 = 3,FB13 = 2,FB14 = 1,FB15 = 2.5;

PB2 = 31.5, FB21 = 6,FB22 = 7,FB23 = 2,FB24 = 1,FB25 = 2.5;

PB3 = 26, FB31 = 5.5,FB32 = 3,FB33 = 7,FB34 = 3,FB35 = 2,

FB36 = 1,FB37 = 2.5.

Accordingly, the project makespans are

L1 = 88.5, L2 = 94.5, L3 = 78.

As CCPM requires that tasks are scheduled as late as possible, we do the

critical path analysis on the project networks incorporating both original and

new precedence relationships to obtain the latest start time for every task.

Then we place the project buffer at the end and move noncritical tasks earlier

to insert feeding buffers. Figure 3.6 shows the complete CCPM schedules.

Further, we use Table 3.2 to compare these schedules in terms of the critical

chain duration, the project buffer size, the project makespan, the number of

feeding buffers and the average feeding buffer size. The last measure is the

sum of total sizes of feeding buffers divided by the number of feeding buffers

(Tukel et al., 2006).

M0 M1 M2 M3

The CC Duration 65 59 63 52

PB 32.5 29.5 31.5 26

Project Makespan 97.5 88.5 (9.23%) 94.5 (3.08%) 78 (20%)

No. of FBs 4 5 5 7

Average FB Size 2.875 2.9 3.7 3.4286

Table 3.2: Comparison of CCPM Schedules for Project C2012-11

Compared to M0-based schedule, those based on M1, M2 and M3 have

smaller project makespans because of shorter critical chains and smaller project

buffers. It is reasonable that shorter critical chains have smaller project buffers

because the latter is basically the aggregation of safety margins of tasks on

the critical chain and within the cut-and-paste method smaller task durations

lead to smaller safety margins. Furthermore, the other three schedules have

more feeding buffers because of more noncritical chains or tasks, which is again
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due to shorter critical chains or fewer critical tasks. These differences result

from trade-off between time and cost/resource indicated in Table 3.1 following

models M1, M2 and M3.

It is worth noting that there are potentially negative impacts of inserting

feeding buffers in the CCPM schedules. One important impact is some feeding

buffers making noncritical chains exceed the critical chain identified, such as

feeding buffers FB01, FB11, FB21 and FB22. Another impact is that inserting

feeding buffers may create new resource contentions in the schedule, such as

FB25 that pushes task 13 earlier and creates a contention on resource 1 among

tasks 9, 10, 11 and 13. In the M3-based CCPM schedule, there are similar

phenomena. Goldratt does not recommend re-sequencing tasks or modifying

the critical chain after buffers are inserted in the planning stage and claims that

the project buffer can absorb these negative impacts (Goldratt, 1997; Tukel

et al., 2006). This work on CCI does not consider these issues in delivering the

above CCPM schedules. However, they will be addressed in the subsequent

work on buffer sizing as presented in Chapter 4.

3.3.3 Time and Cost Trade-Off in M1

For the project C2012-11, by setting the extra budget C as 0, 5, 10, 15 or 20

percent of the original total resource cost OC=5724 when solving model M1,

we can see how the critical chain duration T ∗ decreases as the extra budget C

increases. According to constraint (3.23), the extra cost (EC) incurred from

the optimal solutions will not exceed C. Table 3.3 gives the numerical results.

C/OC 0 5% 10% 15% 20%

T ∗ 65 57 (12.31%) 53 (18.46%) 49 (24.62%) 47 (27.69%)

EC/OC 0 4.97% 9.50% 14.74% 18.59%

Table 3.3: Trade-off Between Time and Cost in M1

In the second row of the table, the numbers in brackets refer to the

percentage decreases of T ∗ compared to the T ∗ without extra budget. The

results show that with more extra cost invested, the critical chain duration can

be reduced more. Moreover, the percentage of critical chain duration reduction

is greater than the percentage of extra cost consumed.

However, this reduction is limited. Since the optimal objective value of the

critical path method is 47, it is also the smallest T ∗ that M1 can obtain no

matter how much extra budget C is allocated. Therefore, it will be a waste

if we allocate C beyond 20% of OC. Further, we can determine the upper

bound of efficient extra cost that leads to critical chain length reduction as

the extra cost required to deliver a late-start CPM schedule, considering only

task precedence relationships. For the project C2012-11, this upper bound or
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threshold is 1064, which is less than 19% of OC.

3.4 Heuristic Algorithms

Because of the presence of resource constraints, all models in Section 3.2

represent NP -hard CCI problems. It could take a long time to find an optimal

solution for a large project instance using exact algorithms such as the branch-

and-bound method. Heuristics based on priority rules are quick, easy and

popular alternatives to solve the problems and provide solutions for decision-

makers (Winston, 2004, p.534). Therefore, we propose four heuristics for

models M0, M1, M2 and M3, respectively, in the following subsections.

3.4.1 A Heuristic for M0

To solve the model M0 that incorporates solution (a) to resolve resource

contentions for CCI, the heuristic algorithm Heu0 is proposed. It starts from a

late-start critical path schedule and focuses on breaking the resource contentions

by introducing precedence relationships between tasks involved.

For each task i ∈ V , let IP(i) and IS(i) denote the sets of its immediate

predecessors and successors, and EST(i), LST(i) and TF(i) denote its earliest

start time, latest start time and total float. The heuristic is as follows.

Heu0

Step 1. For every task i ∈ V , based on E compute IP(i), IS(i), EST(i), LST(i)

and TF(i). Let t = LST(n).

Step 2. [Identify the active tasks in time period t in the late-start schedule.]

Compute the active set AS(t) in time period t:

AS(t) = {i ∈ V : LST(i) ≤ t− 1 < LST(i) + d(i)},

and then the resource residuals Rk =
∑

i∈AS(t) rik − rk, for k ∈ R.

If Rk ≤ 0 for all k ∈ R, then set t := t− 1; otherwise, go to Step 3.

If t > 0, then return to the start of Step 2; otherwise, stop.

Step 3. [Find the resource contention sets in time period t.] For each k ∈ R
with Rk > 0, compute RCSk(t) = {i ∈ AS(t) : rik > 0}, and calculate

lk, the number of tasks with zero total float in RCSk(t).

Step 4. [Deal with resource contention sets RCSk(t) in ascending order of lk.]

For all relevant k ∈ R, add a new precedence relationship between two

tasks specified as follows: tasks i, j ∈ RCSk(t) with the smallest EST(i)

and the largest LST(j), i 6= j. For tasks with the same EST(·) or LST(·),
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choose the task with smaller duration. Then, set E := E ∪ {(i, j)},
IS(i) := IS(i) ∪ {j}, IP(j) := IP(j) ∪ {i}. Go to Step 1.

Then we do the critical path analysis on the extended project network

derived from the output arc set E, to obtain the critical chain and the late-start

baseline schedule.

3.4.2 A Heuristic for M1

To solve the model M1, which represents solution (b) used to resolve resource

contentions for CCI, the heuristic algorithm Heu1 is proposed. It also starts

from a late-start critical path schedule, but focuses on breaking the resource

contentions by consuming extra cost to increase resource availabilities.

We specify the initials for Heu1 in addition to those for Heu0. The original

resource cost is OC =
∑

i∈V
∑

k∈R qk · rik · di, where qk is the original unit

cost of resource type k per time period. The extra budget C is set as certain

percent of OC, and q′k(≥ qk) is the unit cost of additional resource type k per

time period. Let NRCS = φ denote the set of resource contention sets that

consume C. The heuristic is as follows.

Heu1

Step 1. For every task i ∈ V , based on E compute IP(i), IS(i), EST(i), LST(i)

and TF(i). Let t = LST(n).

Step 2. [Identify the active tasks in time period t in the late-start schedule.]

Compute the active set AS(t) in time period t:

AS(t) = {i ∈ V : LST(i) ≤ t− 1 < LST(i) + d(i)},

and then the resource residuals Rk =
∑

i∈AS(t) rik − rk, for k ∈ R.

If Rk ≤ 0 for all k ∈ R, then set t := t− 1; otherwise, go to Step 3.

If t > 0, then return to the start of Step 2; otherwise, stop.

Step 3. [Identify the resource contention sets in time period t.] For each k

with Rk > 0, compute RCSk(t) = {i ∈ AS(t) : rik > 0}, and calculate

lk and fk, the number of tasks with zero total float and the number of

tasks with positive total float in RCSk(t). Sort all RCSk(t) in descending

order of lk, and for sets with the same lk, sort them in ascending order

of fk. Those resource contention sets in NRCS are not considered. Then

let RCS′ = φ and go to Step 4.

Step 4. [Deal with resource contention sets RCSk(t) in the defined order

by consuming C.] For every RCSk(t), calculate ECk(t) = min{t −
LS(i) : i ∈ RCSk(t)} · Rk · q′k. If ECk(t) ≤ C, then C := C − ECk(t),
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NRCS := NRCS ∪ RCSk(t); otherwise, add RCSk to RCS′, i.e., RCS′ :=

RCS′ ∪ RCSk. Then go to Step 5.

Step 5. [Deal with resource contention sets in RCS′ by introducing new pre-

cedence relationships.] If RCS′ = φ, then t := t − 1 and go to Step 2;

otherwise, for each RCSk(t) in RCS′, add a new precedence relationship

between two tasks i, j ∈ RCSk(t) with the smallest EST(i) and the

largest LST(j), i 6= j, and set E := E ∪ {(i, j)}, IS(i) := IS(i) ∪ {j},
IP(j) := IP(j) ∪ {i}. For tasks with the same EST(·) or LST(·), choose

the task with smaller duration. Then go to Step 1.

Then we do the critical path analysis on the extended project network

derived from the output arc set E, to obtain the critical chain and the late-start

baseline schedule. Based on this schedule, we can compute the real extra cost

incurred, which will not exceed C.

3.4.3 A Heuristic for M2

To solve the model M2 with solution (c) applied to resolve resource contentions

for CCI, the heuristic algorithm Heu2 is proposed. It also starts from a late-

start critical path schedule, but focuses on breaking the resource contentions

by reducing resource demands or changing task execution modes.

For specific initials for Heu2, we set riki as the closest integer rounding up

from riki/2 and apply Assumption 2 to compute the multiple execution modes

for tasks, which consist of integer-valued resource demands and durations.

Heu2

Step 1. For every task i ∈ V , based on E compute IP(i), IS(i), EST(i), LST(i)

and TF(i). Let t = LST(n).

Step 2. [Identify the active tasks in time period t in the late-start schedule.]

Compute the active set AS(t) in time period t:

AS(t) = {i ∈ V : LST(i) ≤ t− 1 < LST(i) + d(i)},

and then the resource residuals Rk =
∑

i∈AS(t) rik − rk, for k ∈ R.

If Rk ≤ 0 for all k ∈ R, then set t := t− 1; otherwise, go to Step 3.

If t > 0, then return to the start of Step 2; otherwise, stop.

Step 3. [Identify the resource contention sets in time period t.] For each

k with Rk > 0, compute RCSk(t) = {i ∈ AS(t) : rik > 0}, and

calculate lk and fk, the number of tasks with zero total float and the

number of tasks with positive total float in RCSk(t). Also, we compute

gk = max{di : i ∈ RCSk(t)}. Sort all RCSk(t) in descending order of
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lk, where for sets with the same lk, sort them in ascending order of fk,

and for sets with the same lk and fk, sort them in ascending order of gk.

Those resource contention sets in NRCS are not considered. Then let

RCS′ = φ and go to Step 4.

Step 4. [Deal with resource contention sets RCSk(t) in the defined order.] For

every RCSk(t), sort its tasks in descending order of total floats, and for

tasks with same total floats, sort them in ascending order of their upper

bound durations.

[Reduce resource demands]

If
∑

i∈RCSk(t) riki ≤ rk, define a = 1 and y = Rk, while y > 0 do: 1○
let x = RCSk(a); 2○ if rxk > rxk, then rxk := rxk − 1, update dx as the

duration corresponding to the updated resource demand, and y := y − 1;

otherwise, rxk := rxk, dx := dx, and y = y; 3○ update a: if a is smaller

than the number of tasks in RCSk, a := a+ 1; otherwise, a = 1.

[Introduce new precedence relationships]

If
∑

i∈RCSk(t) riki > rk, find the tasks i, j ∈ RCSk(t) with the smallest

EST(i) and the largest LST(j), i 6= j, and set E := E ∪ {(i, j)}, IS(i) :=

IS(i) ∪ {j}, IP(j) := IP(j) ∪ {i}. For tasks with the same EST(·) or

LST(·), choose the task with smaller duration.

Once every RCSk(t) is dealt with, go to Step 1.

Then we do the critical path analysis on the extended project network

derived from the output arc set E and task duration di , to obtain the critical

chain and the late-start baseline schedule. Based on this schedule, we can

compute the real extra cost incurred. Also, we can compute the number of

tasks with mode changed by comparing the original and output values of di.

3.4.4 A Heuristic for M3

To solve the model M3 that incorporates solution (d) to resolve resource conten-

tions for CCI, a heuristic algorithm Heu3 is proposed, which is a combination of

Heu1 and Heu2. Note since we are aiming for a short critical chain (and project

makespan), we first consume extra budget C to increase resource availabilities

for breaking resource contentions, which has a direct effect on shortening the

critical chain, then consider reducing resource demands.

Given the notation defined above, the heuristic is as follows.

Heu3

Step 1. For every task i ∈ V , based on E compute IP(i), IS(i), EST(i), LST(i)

and TF(i). Let t = LST(n).
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Step 2. [Identify the active tasks in time period t in the late-start schedule.]

Compute the active set AS(t) in time period t:

AS(t) = {i ∈ V : LST(i) ≤ t− 1 < LST(i) + d(i)},

and then the resource residuals Rk =
∑

i∈AS(t) rik − rk, for k ∈ R.

If Rk ≤ 0 for all k ∈ R, then set t := t− 1; otherwise, go to Step 3.

If t > 0, then return to the start of Step 2; otherwise, stop.

Step 3. [Identify the resource contention sets in time period t.] For each

k with Rk > 0, compute RCSk(t) = {i ∈ AS(t) : rik > 0}, and

calculate lk and fk, the number of tasks with zero total float and the

number of tasks with positive total float in RCSk(t). We also compute

gk = max{di : i ∈ RCSk(t)}. Sort all RCSk(t) in a descending order of

lk, where for sets with the same lk, sort them in an ascending order of fk,

and for sets with the same lk and fk, sort them in an ascending order of

gk. Those resource contention sets in NRCS are not considered. Then

let RCS′ = φ and go to Step 4.

Step 4. [Deal with resource contention sets RCSk(t) in the defined order by

consuming C.] For every RCSk(t), calculate ECk = min{t− LS(i) : i ∈
RCSk}·Rk ·q′k. If ECk ≤ C, then C := C−ECk, NRCS := NRCS∪RCSk.

otherwise, add RCSk to RCS′, i.e., RCS′ := RCS′ ∪ RCSk. Then go to

Step 5.

Step 5. [Deal with resource contention sets in RCS′.] If RCS′ = φ, then

t := t− 1 and go to Step 2; otherwise, sort RCSk(t) in an ascending order

of lk, where for sets with the same lk, sort them in a descending order

of fk, and for sets with the same lk and fk, sort them in an ascending

order of gk. Further for every RCSk(t), sort the tasks in a descending

order of total floats, and for tasks with same total floats, sort them in

an ascending order of their upper bound durations. Then resolve the

resource contentions of RCSk(t) in the defined order.

[Reduce resource demands]

If
∑

i∈RCSk(t) riki ≤ rk, then define a = 1 and y = Rk, while y > 0 do:

1○ let x = RCSk(a); 2○ if rxk > rxk, then rxk := rxk−1, update dx as the

duration corresponding to the updated resource demand, and y := y − 1;

otherwise, rxk := rxk, dx := dx, and y := y; 3○ update a: if a is smaller

than the number of tasks in RCSk(t), a = a+ 1; otherwise, a = 1.

[Introduce new precedence relationships]

If
∑

i∈RCSk(t) riki > rk, find the tasks i, j ∈ RCSk(t) with the smallest

EST(i) and the largest LST(j), i 6= j, and set E := E ∪ {(i, j)}, IS(i) :=
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IS(i) ∪ {j}, IP(j) := IP(j) ∪ {i}. For tasks with the same EST(·) or

LST(·), choose the task with smaller duration.

Once every RCSk(t) is dealt with, go to Step 1.

Then we do the critical path analysis on the extended project network

derived from the output arc set E and task duration di , to obtain the critical

chain and the late-start baseline schedule. Based on this schedule, we can

compute the real extra cost incurred. Also, we can compute the number of

tasks with mode changed by comparing the original and output values of di.

3.4.5 Summaries on the Heuristics

In the literature, most RCPSP algorithms apply serial or parallel schedule

generation schemes (Schwindt and Zimmermann, 2015), while several others

identify and break all minimal resource contention sets by introducing new

precedence relationships (Bell and Han, 1991; Liu, 2008). Quite differently,

the proposed heuristics start from a late-start schedule based on technological

precedence relationships and dynamically deal with last resource contention sets

identified in the network. The ways of dealing with resource contentions follow

the solutions (a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively. Further, these heuristics

directly output the extended precedence relationships, which facilitates the

subsequent buffer sizing procedure for delivering complete CCPM schedules.

Note that in all heuristics except Heu0, once the extra budget C is used

up or resource demands cannot be reduced further, introducing precedence

relationships is applied to break resource contentions. Therefore, like the

models, the heuristics have relations to each other as shown in Figure 3.7.

Specifically, when C = 0, Heu1 is reduced to Heu0, and Heu3 is reduced to

Heu2, and when task resource demands cannot be reduced or task execution

modes cannot be changed, Heu2 is reduced to Heu0, and Heu3 is reduced to

Heu1.

To decide the order of dealing with multiple resource contention sets in the

current time period t, priority rules are set based on three parameters:

• lk, the number of zero-total-float tasks in RCSk(t);

• fk, the number of nonzero-total-float tasks in RCSk(t);

• gk, the maximal single-mode duration of tasks in RCSk(t).

New precedence relationships between tasks are introduced according to the

following rule.

• Find the tasks i, j ∈ RCSk(t) with the smallest EST(i) and the largest

LST(j), i 6= j, and set E := E ∪ {(i, j)}, IS(i) := IS(i) ∪ {j}, IP(j) :=
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Figure 3.7: Relations of Heuristics

IP(j) ∪ {i}. For tasks with the same EST(·) or LST(·), choose the task

with smaller duration.

3.5 Empirical Analysis

In this section, we conduct experiments to test the performance of different

CCI heuristics using data of various projects in practice. Specifically, the

experiments consist of two parts: part I compares the proposed heuristics with

each other in terms of the effectiveness of different solutions on delivering short

critical chains; part II compares the proposed heuristics with benchmarks for

their validity. We code and run all the algorithms with MATLAB R2018a on a

personal computer with processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-7400 CPU @3.00GHZ

and installed RAM of 8.00GB.

As follows, we first explain the project data used in the study and then

present the experimental results.

3.5.1 Real-Life Project Data

The 40 real-life projects collected from the website of Operations Research &

Scheduling Research Group, as introduced in Section 2.4, provide the data re-

quired by the four CCI algorithms including (mean) task durations, precedence

relationships and resources demands, availabilities and prices. Furthermore,

these projects have diverse characteristics as described below, which will help

to confirm that the proposed methods are available to various projects.

We consider the project characteristics in terms of the number of tasks or

the project size (n), serial/parallel indicator (SP), resource constrainedness

(RC), resource contention indicator(RI) and average float (AF). The measures

of SP, RC, RI and AF are defined as follows.
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• SP, the ratio of the number of tasks on the longest path or the critical

path to n. As one of the network complexity measures, it indicates the

closeness of a network to a serial or parallel network. All tasks are in

parallel when SP=0, and are completely in serial when SP=1.

(Vanhoucke et al., 2016)

• RC, the average value of RCk for all k ∈ R, where

RCk =
r̄k
rk
, r̄k =

∑n
i=1 rik∑n

i=1{1, if rik > 0; 0, otherwise}
.

(Demeulemeester et al., 2003)

• RI, the newly defined measure of the resource contention degree. It is

calculated by
n′

m · T (CPM)
,

where T (CPM) is the critical path duration, and n′ is the total num-

ber of resource contention sets in time period [t − 1, t) for all t ∈
{1, 2, · · · , T (CPM)} in the late-start CPM-schedule, including repetitive

ones. A resource contention set in time period [t− 1, t) is defined as a set

of active tasks demanding the resource more than its availability, where

a task v is active if its latest start and finish times satisfy LST(v) ≤ t− 1

and LFT(v) > t− 1.

• AF, the average total float of tasks in the network. It is calculated by∑
v∈V TF(v)

n · (1− SP) · T (CPM)
,

where TF(v)=LST(v)-EST(v).

Remark 4. There are at most m resource contention sets in each time period

[t− 1, t) as the number of resource types is m, thus we have n′ ≤ m · T (CPM).

There are n · (1− SP) tasks not included in the critical path and each has TF

< T (CPM), where tasks on the critical path have TF=0. Therefore, for the

newly defined RI and AF, we have 0 ≤ RI ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ AF ≤ 1.

Table 3.4 lists the characteristic values for the 40 projects mentioned above.

We see that they show diverse characteristics, as the wide ranges of n, SP, RC,

RI and AF are respectively [9, 439], [0.02, 0.83], [0.1, 1], [0, 0.99] and [0.06, 0.78].
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Table 3.4: Characteristics of 40 Real-Life Projects

3.5.2 Effectiveness of CCI Solutions

We first compare the performance of Heu1 with Heu0. Particularly for Heu1, we

vary the extra budget C from zero to the threshold that covers all the resource

contentions in the late-start CPM schedule, and set the prices of additional

resources as 1.1 times of the original, i.e., q′k = (1 + 10%) · qk,∀ k ∈ R.

According to how the objective value T varies with the extra cost consumed,

the projects are divided into two groups. In the first group of 12 projects as

shown in Table 3.5, both Heu0 and Heu1 with C = 0 deliver small T values

equal to T (CPM). Further, the values of T (Heu1) remain as T (CPM) when C

increases. This indicates that for these projects, it is unnecessary to consider

other solutions rather than (a) to deal with potential resource contentions for

CCI. Without an extra budget or task mode changes, Heu0 (or Heu1 with

C = 0) is capable of delivering the smallest possible T , which is T (CPM).
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Table 3.5: Heu1 Results for Group One Projects with T (CPM) = T (Heu0)

For the second group of 28 projects as listed in Tables 3.6 and 3.7, Heu1

can deliver smaller T than Heu0 by consuming certain extra cost and T (Heu1)

decreases as the extra cost consumed increases. For each project in the tables,

the first row includes all efficient values of T delivered by the heuristics;

the second row includes the extra costs consumed to deliver such late-start

schedules; and the last alternative solution shows the smallest T , i.e., T (CPM),

and the corresponding extra cost. Note that the extra cost of Heu0 is zero and

that the numbers below its T values are the original total resource costs. We

do not include the inefficient Heu1 solutions, compared to which the included

solutions provide the same T with less extra cost or a smaller T with the

same extra cost. Additionally, numbers in parentheses indicate the relative

reductions of T and relative increases of extra costs when comparing Heu1 to

Heu0. We see that the relative extra cost used is reasonable compared to the

relative reduction of T , as the latter is no less than the former in most solutions

that are indicated by bold numbers. Take Project 19 as an example, where

the relative reduction of T ranges from 0.10 to 0.38 and is greater than the

relative increase of extra cost ranging from 0.04 to 0.35 in all 8 Heu1 solutions.
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Table 3.6: Heu1 Results for Group Two Projects with T (CPM) < T (Heu0)
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Table 3.7: Heu1 Results for Group Two Projects with T (CPM) < T (Heu0)
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Table 3.8 summarises the characteristics for the two groups of projects. We

see that the proposed solution (b) conducted through Heu1 can deliver shorter

critical chains for diverse projects in group two, which have characteristics

with n ranging from 9 to 439, SP from 0.02 to 0.80, RC from 0.10 to 1.00, RI

from 0.00 to 0.99 and AF from 0.06 to 0.71. Meanwhile, these projects share

one common result of T (CPM) < T (Heu0). Therefore, for any project with

T (CPM) < T (Heu0), Heu1 can be considered to provide reasonable alternative

solutions to Heu0 for project managers who request a shorter critical chain or

project makespan.

Table 3.8: Characteristics Summary for Two Groups of Projects

By contrast, the projects in group one with T (CPM) = T (Heu0) have

relatively small RI values ranging from 0.00 to 0.04 indicating few resource

contentions sets. For these projects, introducing precedence relationships to

break resource contentions does not increase the critical chains/paths, and

Heu0 itself is capable of delivering feasible schedules with short critical chains.

Therefore, we mainly focus on group two projects in the following discussions

on results of Heu2 and Heu3.

Table 3.9 includes the Heu2 results on group two projects. The entries of

column T (Heu2) consist of two parts - the T value and the number of tasks

with mode changed that is included in the parentheses. For entries without the

second part, there is no task with mode changed. We see that unfortunately

Heu2 does not provide efficient alternatives to Heu0 solutions with smaller T

values considering changing modes of tasks, except the minor improvement

for project 8. More specifically, Heu2 and Heu0 have identical solutions for

most projects, and Heu2 provides even worse T values than Heu0 considering

changing task modes for several others. The results indicate that Heu2 is not

efficient in leading to short critical chains. The effectiveness of solution (c),

i.e., reducing resource demands of tasks involved in resource contentions, will

be tested further in the second part of experiments via benchmark algorithms.
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Table 3.9: Heu2 Results for Group Two Projects with T (CPM) < T (Heu0)

Tables 3.10 and 3.11 provide the Heu3 results for group two projects.

Different from results of Heu1 in Tables 3.6 and 3.7, the parentheses denoting

relative increase of extra cost include a second value, which is the number of

tasks with mode changed. Entries without such part indicate no changing

mode for tasks. The Heu3 generally delivers efficient alternatives to Heu0 as

does Heu1. Furthermore, it provides more alternatives with different T values

for projects 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 19 and 21, due to both consuming some extra cost

and changing task modes. For other projects, it delivers very much the same

results as Heu1. For entries with T (Heu3)=T (Heu1) specifically, only extra

cost is consumed and no task mode is changed. The results further indicate

that consuming extra cost plays an effective role in delivering short critical

chains, while reducing resource demands increases individual task durations

and potentially leads to long critical chains as indicated by Heu2 results.
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Table 3.10: Heu3 Results for Group Two Projects with T (CPM) < T (Heu0)
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Table 3.11: Heu3 Results for Group Two Projects with T (CPM) < T (Heu0)
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3.5.3 Comparison with Benchmarks

As Heu1 and Heu3 are respectively reduced to Heu0 and Heu2 when extra

budget C equals zero, we test the validity of only Heu0 and Heu2 via a

comparison study with benchmark algorithms.

Specifically, Heu0 is compared with the serial schedule generation schemes

(SGS) incorporating the priority rules of minimal late finish time and min-

imal total float, denoted by SSGS+MLF and SSGS+MTF, and the genetic

algorithm by Zamani (2013), denoted by GA-MBX. According to Schwindt

and Zimmermann (2015), the minimal late finish time and minimal total float

are among the best priority rules for SGSs; Genetic algorithm (GA) is the most

popular metaheuristic and GA-MBX is comparable to several well-performed

procedures. Heu2 is compared with the serial SGS for multi-mode RCPSP

by Lova et al. (2006) incorporating the priority rule of late start and finish

time and the mode selection rule of earliest feasible finish time, denoted by

SSGS+MLSLF. It is one of the best heuristics for multi-mode RCPSP based

on priority rules (Lova et al., 2006).

For projects in group one, all algorithms deliver the same optimal solutions

with CPM, except one case of Heu2 on project 18, which has an objective value

of 57 instead of 54. We mainly analyse the results for group two projects. Note

that there are no optimal schedules provided for these real-life projects. We

therefore define the performance measure as the relative deviation of objective

values T from T (CPM), i.e., the critical-path based lower bounds. The better

solutions have smaller T values, thus leading to smaller performance measures.

Table 3.12 shows the performance of Heu0 and the benchmarks, where the

best values are highlighted in bold for every project. We see that the genetic

algorithm GA-MBX performs the best among four algorithms as it delivers

the best solutions for all 28 projects. Heu0 ranks the second as it delivers the

best solutions for 18 projects, and the numbers for the SSGS+MLF and the

SSGS+MTF are 15 and 10, respectively. When compared with two SGSSs

only, Heu0 is the best that delivers the best solutions for 22 projects. Note

that although GA-MBX has the best performance in the solution quality, its

running time is the highest. Particularly for projects 16, 17 and 40 that have

221 to 439 tasks, the times are 4.5, 8.3 and 34 hours, respectively. By contrast,

the total running time of Heu0 on 40 projects is only 10.5 minutes and the two

SGSs take just 1 minute.
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Table 3.12: Heu0 vs Benchmarks for Group Two Projects

Table 3.13 shows the performance of Heu2 and the SSGS+MLSLF, where

the better values are also highlighted in bold for every project. We see that

the SSGS+MLSLF and Heu2 deliver better solutions for 19 and 18 projects,

respectively. Meanwhile, the former has advantages of much smaller relative

deviations. Furthermore, we underline the labels of 11 projects that consist of

multi-mode tasks, where the other 17 projects consist of only single-mode tasks

as their task resource demands are unit one and cannot be reduced. For the

underlined projects, the SSGS+MLSLF performs much better than Heu2. The

SGS+MLSLF is also faster with only 1-minute running time on 40 projects,

compared to 7 minutes of Heu2.

Table 3.13: Heu2 vs SSGS+MLSLF for Group Two Projects
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We then compare the performance of SSGS+MLSLF with Heu0 in Table 3.13

to see the effectiveness of solution (c) on delivering short critical chains, for

which we highlight better values in italic. Very different from the scenario of

comparing Heu2 with Heu0, the SSGS+MLSLF can deliver better solutions

than Heu0 for 9 of the 11 projects with multi-mode tasks and even with fewer

number of tasks having modes changed. Therefore, we can replace Heu2 by

the SSGS+MLSLF to execute solution (c) of reducing task resource demands

to deal with resource contentions for CCI.

3.6 Concluding Remarks

Critical chain identification is a fundamental and crucial step in CCPM. In the

literature, it is simply treated as a standard problem of RCPSP. By contrast,

we give an explicit problem description for critical chain identification. The

problem consists of an essential question - how to deal with potential resource

contentions in a way such that the critical chain is as short as possible and

a subsequent question - how to derive the critical chain given the solution to

the first question. Since the subsequent question can be easily answered, this

research focuses on the essential question.

The state-of-the-art method to deal with resource contentions is to avoid

concurrent processing of tasks involved as indicated by the RCPSP model M0,

which is a well-known NP -hard problem. We have identified a special case M′0

of RCPSP in the context of CCI and confirmed its NP -hardness. Moreover,

we have proposed three more methods that allow for concurrent processing of

tasks to deal with resource contentions, i.e., to increase resource availabilities

with an extra cost allowance when resource contentions happen, to reduce

resource demands of tasks involved with durations reasonably increased, and

to combine the previous two ideas.

Three models M1, M2 and M3 are accordingly established to facilitate

representing and solving the problem of CCI. The new models are generalised

versions of the standard RCPSP, thus potentially leading to shorter critical

chains. Trade-off between time and cost/resource is involved. A case study with

the adapted data from two real-life projects illustrates how to apply the four

different methods to solve the problem of CCI. Incorporating the cut-and-paste

buffer sizing method, the case study also provides relevant CCPM schedules.

The results show that the new CCI methods can provide shorter critical chains

and shorter CCPM schedules than the RCPSP method, considering reasonable

trade-off between time, cost and resource.

We then propose four heuristics Heu0, Heu1, Heu2 and Heu3 based on

late-start networks, to solve these NP -hard models, respectively. Experiments

are conducted to test the effectiveness of different methods and the validity
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of heuristics on 40 real-life projects with diverse characteristics. The results

confirm the effectiveness of three proposed methods in delivering shorter critical

chains compared to the RCPSP method in the literature, and show that the

better performance is on the relatively parallel projects with more potential

resource contentions, where avoiding concurrent processing (introducing pre-

cedence relationships) of tasks involved will increase the critical chain duration.

Further, Heu0 and Heu2 do not require extra budget, thus considered in the

comparative analysis with benchmarks that do not consume any extra cost

either. Results show that Heu0 has a highly comparable performance, even with

the genetic algorithm. By contrast, Heu2 is outperformed and should be re-

placed by the benchmark method to solve M2 and provide efficient alternatives

to Heu0 solutions.

Although the data used has a wide range of project characteristics, the

number of projects is not large enough for drawing conclusions regarding which

method outperforms others on what types of projects. Experiments should be

conducted on more real data if available. Finally, it is important to realise that

CCI is the first step in CCPM and it is the foundation of another key step -

buffer sizing. Therefore, another potential research direction is to analyse in

depth about the impacts of CCI methods on buffer sizing as well as on the

CCPM schedules.
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Chapter 4

Buffer Sizing by Network

Decomposition

Overview

Given critical and noncritical chains identified, accurate sizing of project and

feeding buffers that account for project uncertainties is the next crucial step

to deliver efficient and reliable CCPM schedules. These time buffers may

significantly impact the planned project schedules and thus the success of

project companies. More specifically, buffers that are too small result in

replanning and expensive emergency procedures to avoid late delivery of the

project, whereas buffers that are too large result in uncompetitive bidding for

projects and loss of potentially valuable contracts (Hall, 2016).

Despite the availability of numerous methods proposed in the literature,

issues remain. Previous buffer sizing research, focused predominantly on the

critical chain, typically results in excessive buffers. Further, this research lacks

detailed analysis of the interactions between critical and noncritical chains

and between project and feeding buffers. Hence, the critical chain tends

to be challenged by the insertion of feeding buffers during planning, which

creates confusion, rescheduling, and the use of expensive emergency procedures.

Additionally, there is a lack of a well-defined procedure for complex networks

where a given task may have both predecessors and successors from several

chains (Raz et al., 2003). As a result, the CCPM performs inconsistently, for

example in makespan estimation, at execution.

In this chapter, we propose a new procedure for buffer sizing based on

network decomposition, which offers logical advantages over previous ones and

is implementable for any project network whose structure is known ex ante.

First, the size of a feeding buffer is determined from all associated noncritical

chains. Second, the project buffer incorporates safety margins outside the

critical chain by comparing feeding chains with their parallel critical counter-
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parts. Computational testing on a case study of a real project and extensive

simulated data shows that our procedure delivers much greater accuracy in

estimating project makespan, and smaller feeding buffers. Furthermore, the

resulting critical chain is never challenged. Additional benefits include delayed

expenditure, and reductions in work-in-process, rework, and multitasking.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 describes

the buffer sizing problem. Section 4.2 presents the proposed buffer sizing

procedure, including decomposition, feeding buffer sizing and project buffer

sizing. Section 4.3 details our experimental design for testing the proposed

procedure against several benchmarks from the literature. Section 4.4 discusses

the results of a computational study, using a case study of a real project

and a large simulated data set, and identifies various insights of relevance to

management. Section 4.5 provides conclusions and suggestions for future work.

4.1 Problem Description

We consider the project network PN(V,E) as introduced in Section 3.1 for

buffer sizing. Further, we assume that every nondummy task i ∈ V has a

nonpreemptive stochastic duration Di with mean di and variance vari.

The buffer sizing starts with an extended project network derived from

CCI in Chapter 3. Let PN(V, Ẽ) denote the extended project network, where

Ẽ includes both the original and newly introduced precedence relationships.

Note that when new precedence relationships are added, existing ones that are

now implied by transitivity are removed. Based on the PN(V, Ẽ) with mean

task durations, we conduct a critical path analysis procedure and calculate, for

each task i, the earliest start time EST(i), latest start time LST(i), earliest

finish time EFT(i) and latest finish time LFT(i). The critical chain consists of

tasks with EFT = LFT, i.e., zero total float. When there is more than one

critical chain, we randomly choose one, and all other tasks form noncritical

chains.

Next, a project buffer and feeding buffers need to be located at the end

of chains with well-defined sizes, for which three specific questions need to be

addressed:

(1) Given a critical chain, what are the corresponding feeding chains?

(2) What are the relationships between network structures and buffers, and

also between the buffers themselves?

(3) How can buffer sizes be determined based on the network structures and

the relationships?
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Answers to these questions also decide how project and feeding buffers

incorporate the task safety margins as the elementary components to absorb

project uncertainties. Technically, a task safety margin is the difference between

its safe and mean durations, and allows for uncertainty in the task duration.

As discussed by Patrick (1998), task estimates are probabilistic and used under

the assumption of uncertainty. Hence, we define the p ·100%-level safe duration

as the number that guarantees a probability p of task completion, where the

value of p depends on task characteristics and risk preferences. Given a mean

task duration di of task i, we denote its general safety margin by SM(i) and

specify its p-level safety margin by SMp(i).

To calculate SMp(i), we further assume that task durations {Di} are in-

dependent lognormally distributed random variables. Many works on buffer

sizing, such as Tukel et al. (2006), Bie et al. (2012) and Zhang et al. (2016a),

also use the lognormal distribution to describe uncertain task durations. Al-

ternatively, the Beta and normal distributions may be used. However, the

former requires specification of four parameters - shape parameters α and β,

and minimum and maximum values, rather than two parameters - mean and

standard deviation, whereas the latter is unsuitable since task durations are

always positive. Based on this assumption, we calculate task safety margins as

follows. Let the stochastic duration of task i be Di ∼ LN(µi, σi). Then, the

mean di and variance vari of Di can be written as

di = exp(µi + (σi)
2/2),

vari = exp(2µ+ (σi)
2)(exp((σi)

2)− 1) = (di)
2(exp((σi)

2)− 1).

Conversely, µi and σi can be represented by di and vari as

(σi)
2 = ln

(
1 + vari/(di)

2
)
,

µi = ln(di)− (σi)
2/2 = ln(di)− ln

(
1 + vari/(di)

2
)
/2.

Then the p-level safe duration is lp(Di) = exp(µi + zp · σi), where lp and zp

are the p · 100%-quantiles of the lognormal distribution and standard normal

distribution, respectively (Herroelen and Leus, 2001, p. 565). Therefore, we

have

SMp(i) = lp(Di)− di = exp(ln(di)− (σi)
2/2 + zp · σi)− di

= di · (exp((−σi)2/2 + zp · σi)− 1).
(4.1)

Additionally, we provide an illustration of a challenged critical chain. Con-

sider the project network in Figure 4.1 by Leach (2014, p. 173). The critical

chain “4→ 5→ 3→ 6” is given in the top network in Figure 4.2. We insert
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the project buffer and feeding buffers as in the bottom network. The buffer

size is decided by the cut and paste method (Goldratt, 1997). With a feeding

buffer added to task 2, the other chain, “2 + FB → 3 → 6”, becomes longer

than the original critical chain.

Figure 4.1: A Small Project Network

Figure 4.2: A Challenged Critical Chain

4.2 The Buffer Sizing Methodology

In this section, we present the buffer sizing method based on analytical de-

composition of project networks. Section 4.2.1 describes the decomposition

procedure, which considers deterministic task durations and allows uncertain-

ties to be absorbed by buffers subsequently. Section 4.2.2 uses the decomposed

network to decide feeding buffer sizes. Section 4.2.3 then determines the project

buffer size based on the network with feeding buffers inserted. See Figure 4.3
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for an overview of the main steps, and Figure 4.4 further illustrates the detailed

procedure.

Figure 4.3: The Proposed Buffer Sizing Procedure

Figure 4.4: Buffer Sizing Procedure Illustration

4.2.1 Decomposition

Decomposition of the project network starts from the identified critical chain,

and provides an understanding of the relationships between network structure

and buffers, which leads to explicit and accurate buffer sizing. We denote

critical and noncritical tasks by c and c̃, respectively. Suppose the critical chain

for PN(V, Ẽ), excluding dummy start and end tasks, is c1 → c2 → · · · → cq,

where q is the number of non-dummy critical tasks. For the start and finish

time ST(ci) and FT(ci) of every critical task ci, we have

ST(ci) = EST(ci) = LST(ci), FT(ci) = EFT(ci) = LFT(ci),

and

FT(ci) = ST(ci+1), i = 1, 2, . . . , q, (4.2)

where cq+1 is the dummy end task n.

Proposition 3. Given a critical chain, equations (4.2) indicate the redundancy

of some precedence relationships between noncritical tasks. Specifically, for every

three precedence relationships (c̃j , c̃k), (c̃j , ci+1), and (ci, c̃k), the precedence

relationship (c̃j , c̃k) is redundant.

Proof. The second and third precedence relationships imply

LFT(c̃j) ≤ ST(ci+1), FT(ci) ≤ EST(c̃k)
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Then, the critical chain relationship FT(ci) = ST(ci+1) implies

LFT(c̃j) ≤ EST(c̃k).

Thus, the precedence relationship (c̃j , c̃k) is redundant.

We name as conditionally redundant the precedence relationships that

become redundant according to Proposition 3, since they depend on the critical

chain that is identified. We delete these precedence relationships from Ẽ for

the purposes of network decomposition for a given critical chain, but retain

them when forming a complete schedule. This deletion does not compromise

task safety margins that should be incorporated in buffers.

Based on the identified critical chain, we define the critical time interval

and (minimal) block as follows for the decomposition procedure.

Definition 1. For every critical task ci, the corresponding critical time interval

is CTI(ci) = [ST(ci),FT(ci)).

Definition 2. A block of the project network PN(V, Ẽ), represented by a block

time interval BTI = [ST(ci),FT(cj)) with ci ≤ cj , is a component of PN(V, Ẽ)

that includes the partial critical chain ci → · · · → cj and satisfies the following

three conditions: (a) every task v ∈ V in the component has EST(v) ≥ ST(ci)

and LFT(v) ≤ FT(cj); (b) any task v ∈ V outside the component has either

LFT(v) ≤ ST(ci) or EST(v) ≥ FT(cj); and (c) every noncritical task in the

component has no precedence relationship with any noncritical task outside the

component. A minimal block is a block for which any of its sub-components in

PN(V, Ẽ) is not a block.

Remark 5. Conditions (a) – (c) in Definition 2 guarantee that a block includes

all relevant tasks and precedence relationships on which a feeding buffer depends.

Therefore, the determination of feeding buffers can be made for each block

individually.

Given the above definitions, we propose the following procedure to de-

compose the network PN(V, Ẽ) into minimal blocks. The algorithm starts by

identifying critical time intervals and then builds up disjoint minimal block

time intervals by relating tasks to them while guaranteeing that no immedi-

ate precedence relationship exists between any pair of noncritical tasks from

different blocks.

Algorithm MB

(0). Initialization. Compute EST(v) and LFT(v) for every non-dummy task

v ∈ V , identify the critical chain and let CTI(ci) = [ST(ci),FT(ci)), i =

1, 2, . . . , q.
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(1). Compute initial time intervals. For every non-dummy task v ∈ V , find

the largest ST(ci) ≤ EST(v) and the smallest FT(cj) ≥ LFT(v). We say

this task is related to the time interval [ST(ci),FT(cj)).

(2). Obtain disjoint time intervals. Replace any two non-disjoint time intervals

identified in Step (1) by their union. Correspondingly, the tasks related

to the two intervals become related to their union. Repeat until all time

intervals are disjoint.

(3). Obtain final time intervals. If there is a precedence relationship connecting

two noncritical tasks respectively related to two (disjoint) time intervals

[ST(ci),FT(cj)) and [ST(ci′),FT(cj′)) with FT(cj) ≤ ST(ci′), create a

new time interval [ST(ci),FT(cj′)) to replace all time intervals that are its

subsets. All relevant tasks are related to this new time interval. Repeat

until no such precedence relationship connects two time intervals.

(4). Output BTIs and minimal blocks. Each remaining BTI defines a minimal

block consisting of all related tasks and the precedence relationships

between them.

The Algorithm MB finds the minimal blocks of network PN(V, Ẽ) in O
(
n2
)

time as proved below.

Proposition 4. Algorithm MB finds the minimal blocks of network PN(V, Ẽ)

in O
(
n2
)

time.

Proof. Given a critical chain, Step (1) identifies the smallest possible initial

time intervals. Steps (1)–(3) ensure that the conditions of a block are satisfied

and the generated BTIs cannot be divided without violating these conditions.

Hence, all minimal blocks are found by construction. Regarding the time

complexity, the Initiation step finds a longest path in an acyclic directed

network using Topological Sorting or Dijkstra’s Algorithm, which requires

O
(
n2
)

time. Step (1) requires O (n) time for each task. Steps (2) and (3)

merge O (n) time intervals. Each such merger reduces the number of remaining

time intervals by one, and requires O (n) time to merge the related tasks.

Hence, these steps require O
(
n2
)

time. Therefore, the overall time requirement

of the algorithm is O
(
n2
)
.

The following remark shows the relations between the minimal blocks and

the critical chain and the project network.

Remark 6. Each minimal block contains at least one critical task. Every

pair of consecutive minimal blocks are connected by a precedence relationship

between the last and first critical tasks, respectively, in the two blocks. Also,

the sequence of all minimal blocks defines the extended project network without

the conditionally redundant precedence relationships.
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Example 1 below illustrates the block definition and Algorithm MB using

the adapted data of a real-life project C2012-11 (OR&S, 2019b; Batselier and

Vanhoucke, 2015; Vanhoucke et al., 2016).

Example 1. Table 4.1 presents the data of the extended network of project

C2012-11 and Figure 4.5 illustrates the network. Tasks 1 and 14 are the

dummy start and end, respectively. The critical chain is 2→ 5→ 8→ 11→ 12.

The precedence relationships are represented by arrows from the end of a

predecessor task to the start of a successor task. Note that there exists a

precedence relationship between every two consecutive critical tasks.

Task label Mean duration d Immediate successors
Safety margin

(σ = 0.3, p = 0.8)

1 0 2,3,4 0

2 12 5,6 2.77

3 11 5,6 2.54

4 6 5,6 1.38

5 17 7,8 3.92

6 14 7,8 3.23

7 6 9,10,11 1.38

8 10 9,10,11 2.31

9 4 12,13 0.92

10 2 12,13 0.46

11 7 12 1.61

12 6 14 1.38

13 5 14 1.15

14 0 0

Table 4.1: Data of Extended Network of Project C2012-11

Figure 4.5: Extended Network of Project C2012-11
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Given that the critical chain is identified, we first delete from the extended

project network the conditionally redundant precedence relationships (3, 6),

(4, 6), (6, 7), (7, 9), and (7, 10). The network is then decomposed into four

minimal blocks using Algorithm MB, as shown below.

(0). Table 4.2 shows the initial information. The CTIs are:

CTI(2) = [ST(2),FT(2))=[0,12); CTI(5) = [ST(5),FT(5))=[12,29);

CTI(8) = [ST(8),FT(8))=[29,39); CTI(11) = [ST(11),FT(11))=[39,46);

CTI(12) = [ST(12),FT(12))=[46,52).

Tasks 2 5 8 11 12 3 4 6 7 9 10 13

ST 0 12 29 39 46 × × × × × × ×
FT 12 29 39 46 52 × × × × × × ×

EST 0 12 29 39 46 0 0 12 29 39 39 43

LFT 12 29 39 46 52 12 12 29 39 46 46 52

Table 4.2: Information for Extended Network of Project C2012-11

(1). For each task i, we compare EST(i) and LFT(i) with all CTIs to find the

related time intervals. For example, for task 13 we have EST(13) = 43

and LFT(13) = 52. Then, ST(11) = 39 is the largest ST(·) ≤ 43

and FT(12) = 52 is the smallest FT(·) ≥ 52, hence task 13 is related

to the time interval [39, 52). The identified time intervals and their

related tasks are: [0, 12) ∼ {2, 3, 4}; [12, 29) ∼ {5, 6}; [29, 39) ∼ {8, 7};
[39, 46) ∼ {11, 9, 10}; [39, 52) ∼ {13}; [46, 52) ∼ {12}.

(2). First, [39, 46) and [39, 52) are replaced by their union [39, 52), and its

related tasks are {11, 9, 10, 13}. Then, since intervals [39, 52) and [46, 52)

are not disjoint, we replace them by [39, 52), and its related tasks are

{11, 12, 9, 10, 13}. The final disjoint time intervals are [0, 12), [12, 29),

[29, 39) and [39, 52).

(3). For every two of these disjoint time intervals, there is no precedence

relationship connecting noncritical tasks respectively related to them.

(4). The four final time intervals define four minimal blocks, as summarized

in Table 4.3.

BTI Tasks Precedence Relationships

Block 1 [0,12) 2, 3, 4

Block 2 [12,29) 5, 6

Block 3 [29,39) 7, 8

Block 4 [39,52) 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
(9, 12), (9, 13),

(10, 12), (10, 13), (11, 12)

Table 4.3: Minimal Blocks for Project C2012-11
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4.2.2 Feeding Buffer Sizing

Within all minimal blocks of network PN(V, Ẽ), where there is an immediate

precedence relationship (c̃j , ci) between noncritical and critical tasks, we add

a feeding buffer FB(c̃j) to the end of task c̃j and replace c̃j with c̃j + FB(c̃j)

in every precedence relationship that includes c̃j . The end time of FB(c̃j) is

set to ST(ci), to construct a late-finish schedule. According to Remark 5, we

first define an auxiliary graph G(B) for every minimal block B, to describe

the relative positions of feeding chains and feeding buffers and to prepare for

buffer sizing.

Auxiliary Graph

The auxiliary graph G(B) = (V (B), A(B)) for block B is a directed graph with

node set V (B) and arc set A(B) defined as follows. Node set V (B) consists of

two types of nodes:

• CTI nodes for the start time ST(ci) and end time FT(ci) of every critical

task ci in B. In particular, for any two consecutive critical tasks ci and

ci+1, nodes FT(ci) and ST(ci+1) are treated as one node and denoted by

FT(ci) : ST(ci+1).

• Noncritical-task nodes for any noncritical task c̃j in B. In particular,

if task c̃j has either no successor in B or a critical-task successor in B,

then a feeding buffer FB(c̃j) is added to c̃j and the node is c̃j + FB(c̃j).

Arc set A(B) consists of three types of arcs:

• Arcs connecting CTI nodes: for every critical task ci in B, there is an

arc from node ST(ci) to node FT(ci).

• Arcs connecting CTI nodes and noncritical-task nodes. For each noncrit-

ical task c̃j in B:

– If it has no predecessor in B, then there is an arc from the start

time of BTI(B), which is a CTI node, to node c̃j ;

– If it has a critical-task predecessor ci in B, then there is an arc from

node FT(ci) to node c̃j ;

– If it has no successor in B, then it is node c̃j + FB(c̃j). From this

node there is an arc to the end time of BTI(B), which is a CTI

node;

– If it has a critical task successor ci in B, then it is node c̃j + FB(c̃j).

From this node there is an arc to node ST(ci).
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• Arcs connecting noncritical-task nodes, i.e., for every precedence relation-

ship (c̃i, c̃j) between noncritical tasks (with or without feeding buffers) in

B, there is an arc from node c̃i (or c̃i+FB(c̃i)) to node c̃j (or c̃j+FB(c̃j)).

Example 2. Figure 4.6 constructs an auxiliary graph G(B4) for block 4 of

project C2012-11.

Figure 4.6: G(B4) for Block 4 of Project C2012-11

Based on the above definition of G(B), we apply depth-first search by

Cormen et al. (2009, pp. 594–610) to find all feeding chains in G(B). For each

feeding buffer FB(c̃j), there is at least one feeding chain. Suppose there are W

feeding chains, denoted by FCw(c̃j), w = 1, . . . ,W , feeding the buffer FB(c̃j).

The size of every feeding buffer depends on two factors. One is the safety

margins of its feeding chains, and the other is an upper limit that ensures the

critical chain is not challenged by the insertion of feeding buffers. We denote

the two factors by feeding chain safety margins FCSM(·) and upper limits

FB(·), respectively.

Feeding Chain Safety Margins

Feeding chain safety margins are calculated based on feeding chain properties.

The feeding chains FCw(c̃j) feeding the buffer FB(c̃j) have two properties:

(a) each FCw(c̃j) consists of only noncritical-task nodes, with or without a

feeding buffer, and ends with node c̃j + FB(c̃j);

(b) for each FCw(c̃j), the immediate predecessor of its start node and the

immediate successor of its end node are CTI nodes in G(B). We denote

the two CTI nodes by Pw(c̃j) and S(c̃j). The successor CTI node for

every chain FCw(c̃j) is the same S(c̃j).
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We denote the safety margin of chain FCw(c̃j) by FCSMw(c̃j). It aggregates

safety margins of noncritical tasks on the chain using the square root of the

sum of squares of these safety margins, which is a widely used approach in the

literature for generating reliable buffer sizes (Newbold, 1998; Tukel et al., 2006;

Zhang et al., 2014; Zarghami et al., 2019). Specifically, the following remark

describes the calculation of feeding chain safety margins.

Remark 7. The calculation of FCSMw(c̃j) involves two possible scenarios:

(a) FCw(c̃j) is a feeding chain with all nodes having no feeding buffer added,

except for the end node c̃j + FB(c̃j). Then, FCSMw(c̃j) is defined as the

square root of the sum of squared safety margins of all noncritical tasks,

including c̃j , in the chain.

(b) FCw(c̃j) is a feeding chain with more than one node having a feeding

buffer added. Suppose in the chain the last feeding buffer preceding

FB(c̃j) is FB(c̃k). The corresponding feeding chain FCu(c̃k), where u

denotes the serial number of feeding chains for FB(c̃k), is a part of

FCw(c̃j) starting from its first node and ending at c̃k + FB(c̃k). Then,

FCSMw(c̃j) is defined as the square root of the sum of squared safety

margins of tasks between FB(c̃k) and FB(c̃j), including c̃j and excluding

c̃k, in the chain.

Subsequently, we define the effective feeding chain given every feeding

chain. This definition is helpful for understanding the calculation of feeding

chain safety margins as well as determining the project buffer as described in

Section 4.2.3.

Definition 3. Given every FCw(c̃j), we define the chain of noncritical tasks

determining FCSMw(c̃j) as an effective feeding chain denoted by EFCw(c̃j),

and denote its immediate predecessor and successor CTI nodes in G(B) by

P ′w(c̃j) and S′w(c̃j), respectively.

For scenario (a) in Remark 7, nodes P ′w(c̃j) and S′w(c̃j) are Pw(c̃j) and

S(c̃j), respectively. In scenario (b), since EFCw(c̃j) has no immediate CTI

predecessor in G(B), we treat S(c̃k), i.e., the CTI successor of FCu(c̃k), as

P ′w(c̃j), while S′w(c̃j) is S(c̃j).

An illustration of calculating feeding chain safety margins and defining

effective feeding chains is given below. Suppose there is a feeding chain FCw(c̃j):

Pw(c̃j) � c̃k + FB(c̃k)→ c̃l → c̃j + FB(c̃j) � S(c̃j),

where its CTI predecessor and successor are separated by � from the chain.
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The relevant feeding chain of FB(c̃k) is

FCu(c̃k) : Pu(c̃k) � c̃k + FB(c̃k) � S(c̃k),

where Pu(c̃k) = Pw(c̃j). Then, we have

FCSMw(c̃j) =
√

(SM(c̃l))2 + (SM(c̃j))2, FCSMu(c̃k) = SM(c̃k).

This calculation avoids unnecessarily incorporating the safety margin SM(c̃k)

twice in two sequential feeding buffers. The effective feeding chains are

EFCw(c̃j) : S(c̃k) � c̃l → c̃j � S(c̃j), EFCu(c̃k) : Pu(c̃k) � c̃k � S(c̃k).

Upper Limits

To avoid the issue of a challenged critical chain, we define the upper limit FB(c̃j)

guaranteeing that every FCw(c̃j) has a length not greater than S(c̃j)− Pw(c̃j),

i.e., the difference of time values of two CTI nodes, given mean task durations.

This generates the following constraints on FB(c̃j):∑
c̃k on FCw(c̃j)

dc̃k +
∑

FB(c̃l) on FCw(c̃j)

FB(c̃l) ≤ S(c̃j)− Pw(c̃j), w = 1, . . . ,W.

(4.3)

Since there can be other feeding buffers besides FB(c̃j) in some of its

feeding chains, the upper limit FB(c̃j) may depend on other feeding buffers.

For example, suppose we have a chain FCw(c̃j):

Pw(c̃j) � c̃k + FB(c̃k)→ c̃j + FB(c̃j) � S(c̃j),

where the relevant feeding chain of FB(c̃k) is

FCu(c̃k) : Pu(c̃k) � c̃k + FB(c̃k) � S(c̃k).

Then, the two feeding buffers should satisfy the constraints

dc̃k + FB(c̃k) ≤ S(c̃k)−Pu(c̃k), dc̃k + FB(c̃k) + dc̃j + FB(c̃j) ≤ S(c̃j)−Pw(c̃j).

To calculate the upper limits for all feeding buffers within a block B, we

solve a linear program LP(B) with the objective of maximizing the sum of the

feeding buffers, subject to constraints (4.3). The sizes of the feeding buffers are

decision variables. Let V (B,FB) denote the set of noncritical tasks to which

feeding buffers are added. The model is
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LP(B) max
∑

c̃j∈V (B,FB)

FB(c̃j)

s.t. Constraints of FB(c̃j), ∀ c̃j ∈ V (B,FB),

FB(c̃j) ≥ 0, ∀ c̃j ∈ V (B,FB).

An optimal solution to LP(B) gives upper limits FB for feeding buffers

in block B. The following theorem guarantees the existence of an optimal

solution.

Theorem 1. For the linear program LP(B), there exists a feasible finite

optimal solution.

Proof. The standard form of LP(B) is

LP(B) max 1ᵀx

s.t. Ax ≤ b,

x ≥ 0,

where vector x denotes feeding buffers in B; every element of matrix A is either

1 or 0 and each column of A has at least one element equal to 1, since each

feeding buffer enters at least one of constraints (4.3); vector b derived from

transformation of constraints (4.3) is nonnegative because the critical chain is

the longest path. This problem is feasible since there is a feasible solution at

x = 0.

Its dual problem is

Dual-LP(B) min bᵀy

s.t. Aᵀy ≥ 1,

y ≥ 0,

which has a feasible solution at y = 1.

According to strong duality, since LP(B) and its dual are both feasible,

they both have feasible finite optimal solutions.

Feeding Buffer Formula

The feeding chain safety margins and upper limits, as discussed above, determ-

ine the feeding buffer size as follows. Let

FB0(c̃j) = max{FCSMw(c̃j), w = 1, · · · ,W}.
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Then, the size of FB(c̃j) is

FB∗(c̃j) = min{FB0(c̃j),FB(c̃j)}. (4.4)

We understand it is common practice that task durations and start times

are integers, in which case we need integer-valued feeding buffers, which are

defined as

FB†(c̃j) = min{
⌈
FB0(c̃j)

⌉
,
⌊
FB(c̃j)

⌋
}.

The buffer size defined in (4.4) guarantees that FB∗(c̃j) exceeds neither the

upper limit FB(c̃j), nor the maximal quantity of safety margin that should be

covered. When FB∗(c̃j) = FB(c̃j) < FB0(c̃j), there exists a chain FCw̄(c̃j), 1 ≤
w̄ ≤W , for which FB∗(c̃j) covers only a part of its safety margin FCSMw̄(c̃j).

In this case, the remaining quantity FCSMw̄(c̃j)− FB∗(c̃j) should be included

within the project buffer in addition to the safety margins of the critical tasks.

We now present one of our main results.

Theorem 2. The insertion of feeding buffers defined in (4.4) keeps the identi-

fied critical chain unchallenged at the planning stage.

Proof. Equation (4.4) establishes that the size of feeding buffers does not

exceed the upper limits FB(·). Constraints (4.3) further guarantee that feeding

chains with insertion of such buffers do not exceed the identified critical chain

in length given mean task durations. Thus, the identified critical chain is not

challenged at the planning stage.

Example 3. We use block 4 of project C2012-11 to illustrate the feeding

buffer sizing procedure.

The task durations and safety margins are provided in Table 4.1, and values

of ST(·) and FT(·) are listed in Table 4.2. Then, the feeding buffers, feeding

chains, constraints of feeding buffers and feeding chain safety margins are

detailed in Table 4.4.

To calculate the upper limits FB(·), we solve the linear program LP(B4):

LP(B4) max FB(9) + FB(10) + FB(13)

s.t. Constraints on FB(9),FB(10), and FB(13),

FB(9),FB(10),FB(13) ≥ 0.
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FB FB(9)

FC FC1(9) : ST(11) � 9 + FB(9) � FT(11)

EFC EFC1(9) : ST(11) � 9 � FT(11)

Constraints of FB d9 + FB(9) ≤ FT(11)− ST(11)

FCSM FCSM1(9) = SM(9) = 0.92

FB FB(10)

FC FC1(10) : ST(11) � 10 + FB(10) � FT(11)

EFC EFC1(10) : ST(11) � 10 � FT(11)

Constraints of FB d10 + FB(10) ≤ FT(11)− ST(11)

FCSM FCSM1(10) = SM(10) = 0.46

FB FB(13)

FC
FC1(13) : ST(11) � 9 + FB(9)→ 13 + FB(13) � FT(12)

FC2(13) : ST(11) � 10 + FB(10)→ 13 + FB(13) � FT(12)

EFC
EFC1(13) : FT(11) � 13 � FT(12)
EFC2(13) : FT(11) � 13 � FT(12)

Constraints of FB
d9 + FB(9) + d13 + FB(13) ≤ FT(12)− ST(11)
d10 + FB(10) + d13 + FB(13) ≤ FT(12)− ST(11)

FCSM
FCSM1(13) = SM(13) = 1.15
FCSM2(13) = SM(13) = 1.15

Table 4.4: FBs, FCs, EFCs, Constraints of FBs and FCSMs for Block B4

The optimal solution is FB(9) = 3,FB(10) = 5,FB(13) = 1. Then, we have

FB∗(9) = min{FB0(9),FB(9)} = min{SM(9), 3} = 0.92 (1),

FB∗(10) = min{FB0(10),FB(10)} = min{SM(10), 5} = 0.46 (1),

FB∗(13) = min{FB0(13),FB(13)} = min{SM(13), 1} = 1 (1),

where the integer-valued feeding buffers are shown in the brackets.

4.2.3 Project Buffer Sizing

Given that all feeding buffers have been sized, we now determine the project

buffer to protect the critical chain and the overall project. According to Re-

mark 6, the project buffer integrates block safety margins, which are calculated

first.

Block Safety Margins

A block safety margin is the difference between the safe estimate of completion

time of all tasks in a block and the expected length of the critical chain included

in the block. Therefore, the safety margin BSM(B) for any minimal block B

should cover both the safety margins of critical tasks and the remaining safety

margins of effective feeding chains defined as follows.

Definition 4. The remaining safety margin (RSM) of an effective feeding

chain EFCw(c̃j) is the safety margin of this chain that is not covered by FB∗(c̃j),
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i.e., RSMw(c̃j) = (FCSMw(c̃j) − FB∗(c̃j))
+, where FCSMw(c̃j) is calculated

according to Remark 7.

Where there is a feeding chain EFCw(c̃j), an RSMw(c̃j) is defined. For

example, consider the feeding chains

FCw(c̃j) : Pw(c̃j) � c̃k + FB(c̃k)→ c̃l → c̃j + FB(c̃j) � S(c̃j),

FCu(c̃k) : Pu(c̃k) � c̃k + FB(c̃k) � S(c̃k).

The relevant effective feeding chains are

EFCw(c̃j) : S(c̃k) � c̃l → c̃j � S(c̃j),

EFCu(c̃k) : Pu(c̃k) � c̃k � S(c̃k).

Then, we have

RSMw(c̃j) = (FCSMw(c̃j)−FB∗(c̃j))
+, RSMu(c̃k) = (FCSMu(c̃k)−FB∗(c̃k))

+.

Then, we define the critical counterpart of each effective feeding chain to

enable comparisons of safety margins between critical tasks and noncritical

chains for developing an algorithm to accurately calculate the block safety

margin BSM(B).

Definition 5. We define the chain consisting of critical tasks that are processed

concurrently with EFCw(c̃j) as the critical counterpart of EFCw(c̃j), and denote

it by CCPw(c̃j). Specifically, this is the chain of critical tasks forming the time

interval [P ′w(c̃j), S
′
w(c̃j)), as described in Definition 3.

The algorithm below determines block safety margins covering both safety

margins of critical tasks and remaining safety margins from noncritical chains.

Adding all the RSMw(c̃j) values to the block safety margin would create an

unreasonably large project buffer. Therefore, we compare the safety margin

of the critical counterpart CCPw(c̃j) with RSMw(c̃j) considering concurrent

processing, and incorporate only the greater value. If a critical counterpart

corresponds to different effective feeding chains, we compare it with all related

remaining safety margins and incorporate only the maximal value.

Algorithm BSM

(0). For each FB(c̃j) in B, we calculate the initial values:

EFCw(c̃j),RSMw(c̃j), P
′
w(c̃j), S

′
w(c̃j),CCPw(c̃j), w = 1, . . . ,W.

(1). Find all EFC(·)s whose critical counterpart consists of a single critical
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task cī. For each cī, we define

SM(cī) = max {SM(cī),RSM(·)s of all EFC(·)s related to cī} .

For every other critical task ci in B, we define SM(ci) = SM(ci).

(2). For every other EFCw(c̃j) whose critical counterpart consists of at least

two critical tasks, we define

BSMw(B, c̃j) = max{BSM0(B),BSM1(B)},

where

BSM0(B) =
√∑

ci∈B(SM(ci))
2,

BSM1(B) =
√∑

ci∈B̃(SM(ci))
2 + (RSMw(c̃j))

2,

and ci ∈ B denotes critical tasks in B, while ci ∈ B̃ denotes those critical

tasks in B with CTIs outside the time interval [P ′w(c̃j), S
′
w(c̃j)).

(3). Finally, we have

BSM(B) = max{BSMw(B, c̃j), for all EFCw(c̃j) as described in Step (2)}.

In particular, when there is no such EFCw(c̃j), we have

BSM(B) = BSM0(B) =
√∑

ci∈B(SM(ci))
2.

Let #(B) denote the number of effective feeding chains in block B. Then,

the time complexity of Algorithm BSM is O (#(B)) as proved below.

Proposition 5. The time complexity of Algorithm BSM is O (#(B)).

Proof. The main operation in the procedure is to calculate the maximum values

as described in Steps (1)–(3), and the number of max{·} operations is equal to

the number of effective feeding chains.

Project Buffer Formula

Finally, we determine the project buffer, given all block safety margins in the

network PN(V, Ẽ) obtained above. Let m̃ be the number of minimal blocks,

then the project buffer size is

PB∗ =

√∑m̃
i=1(BSM(Bi))

2. (4.5)

Accordingly, the integer-valued project buffer is PB† = dPB∗e.
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From Algorithm BSM and (4.5), we see that PB∗ is at least
√∑q

i=1(SM(ci))2,

which is the total of safety margins of the critical tasks. By integrating block

safety margins, the project buffer covers both the safety margins of the critical

tasks and the remaining safety margins of the noncritical chains.

Given that feeding and project buffers are all determined, we now summarize

the time complexity of the whole buffer sizing procedure. Let L(n1, n2) denote

the time required to solve a linear program with n1 constraints and n2 variables.

Proposition 6. For a project PN(V,E), the time complexity of our buffer

sizing procedure is O
(
n2 + #(PN) + L(#(PN), n)

)
.

Proof. From Proposition 4, the time required for the block decomposition

procedure is O
(
n2
)
. The resulting number of minimal blocks is O (n). Within

the project, the number of precedence relationships is O
(
n2
)
, and the number

of feeding buffers is O (n). Given a critical chain, the number of effective

feeding chains is O (#(PN)), which is the sum of #(B)s of all blocks B.

For all minimal blocks, the time required for sizing the feeding buffers is

O
(
n2 + #(PN) + L(#(PN), n)

)
. This includes the time of depth-first search

on auxiliary graphs, finding and calculating feeding chain safety margins,

and solving the linear programs to calculate upper limits on feeding buffers.

The time required for calculating block safety margins is O (#(PN)). Fi-

nally, the computation of the project buffer in (4.5) requires O (n) time.

Therefore, the overall time requirement of our buffer sizing procedure is

O
(
n2 + #(PN) + L(#(PN), n)

)
.

For a single project with 150 tasks, the running time of our procedure

with MATLAB R2018a is less than 10 seconds on a personal computer with

processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-7400 CPU @3.00GHZ and installed RAM of

8.00GB. Since the procedure is used at the planning stage of projects, this

computation time is small enough for practical use.

Example 4. We illustrate the Algorithm BSM using block 4, and then de-

termine the project buffer for project C2012-11.

For Step (0), the initial values are provided in Table 4.5.

EFC RSM P ′ S′ CCP

EFC1(9) 9 (FCSM1(9)− FB∗(9))+ = 0 ST(11) FT(11) 11

EFC1(10) 10 (FCSM1(10)− FB∗(10))+ = 0 ST(11) FT(11) 11

EFC1(13) 13 (FCSM1(13)− FB∗(13))+ = 0.15 ST(12) FT(12) 12

EFC2(13) 13 (FCSM2(13)− FB∗(13))+ = 0.15 ST(12) FT(12) 12

Table 4.5: Information for Determining BSM(B4)
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In Step (1), for the two critical tasks 11 and 12 in the block, we define

SM(11) = max{SM(11),RSM1(9),RSM1(10)} = 1.61,

SM(12) = max{SM(12),RSM1(13),RSM2(13)} = 1.38.

In Step (2), there is no effective feeding chain that has a critical counterpart

with at least two tasks. In Step (3), we have

BSM(B4) =

√
(SM(11))2 + (SM(12))2 = 2.12.

Similarly, we calculate the other block safety margins for the project:

BSM(B1) = 2.77, BSM(B2) = 3.92, BSM(B3) = 2.31.

Then, the project buffer is

PB∗ =

√∑4
i=1(BSM(Bi))

2 = 5.73,

and the integer-valued project buffer size is 6.

4.3 Experimental Design

We design experiments to test the performance of our procedure against several

benchmark methods from the literature. Section 4.3.1 provides definitions and

motivations for our four performance indicators. Section 4.3.2 introduces five

benchmark methods that are used in the comparisons. Section 4.3.3 explains

the generation of random data and the simulation procedure for calculating

the performance indicators.

4.3.1 Performance Indicators

Once buffer sizing is completed, we derive a late-start CCPM schedule by

applying a critical path analysis to the extended project network with feeding

and project buffers inserted. Let the estimated project makespan be the

duration of the baseline schedule amended by the addition of feeding buffers

plus the project buffer, whereas the real project makespan is obtained via

simulation. We define the following four performance indicators for the CCPM

schedule.

• P1 (MAD), indicator of the accuracy of the estimated project makespan,

which is the mean percentage absolute error of the estimated project

makespan from the real project makespan.
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• P2 (REL), the reliability of the estimated project makespan, which is the

probability that the real project makespan does not exceed the estimated

project makespan.

• P3 (AFB), the average feeding buffer size, which is the sum of feeding

buffer sizes divided by the number of feeding buffers.

• P4 (IND), a binary indicator, with P4 = 1 if the estimated project

makespan is greater than the length of the critical chain considering

mean task durations plus the project buffer, and P4 = 0 if they are equal.

P1 measures how far the estimated project makespan is from the real

project makespan. The closer P1 is to zero, the more accurate is the estimate

on average. Specifically, the percentage absolute error of the estimated project

makespan (EPM) from the real project makespan (RPM) is calculated by

100|EPM− RPM|
RPM

%.

P2 measures the reliability of the estimated project makespan. However, the

project company will use the estimated project makespan to bid competitively

for contracts and to respond to requests for project work. Hence, a P2 value

of 1 is not ideal, because it indicates that a lower estimate would still have

delivered the project on time with high reliability, while a higher estimate is

likely to lead to a loss of competitive contracts. On the other hand, a low value

of P2 indicates that completing the project on time will be difficult, and may

require expensive emergency procedures. Moreover, there is a considerable risk

of late delivery, which may incur contract penalties or even hurt the reputation

of the project company. Most companies would expect a probability of on-time

completion, or service level, between 0.6 and 0.9 (Trietsch, 2005a), but this

varies between projects. For example, a project with high strategic value might

be undertaken with a lower service level. It is the role of the project buffer to

deliver a service level in the correct range.

Regarding the use of P3, we observe that the number of feeding buffers is

fixed given an extended project network with the critical chain identified. This

is because a feeding buffer is added wherever a noncritical task immediately

precedes a critical task. Therefore, a smaller value of P3 indicates two benefits.

First, smaller feeding buffers lead to an unchallenged critical chain and help

reduce the cost of rescheduling when the critical chain is challenged. Second,

since insertion of feeding buffers moves noncritical tasks earlier in the project

schedule, smaller buffers move tasks less and lead to later start times. There-

fore, smaller feeding buffers have additional benefits in delivering late-start

schedules and controlling work-in-progress (Leach, 2014, p. 133), delaying costs,
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and reducing rework since better information is available about the project

(Vanhoucke, 2012, p. 195).

According to Theorem 2 and the definition of P4, a value of zero indicates

the critical chain is unchallenged, which is the case for the proposed buffer

sizing procedure, and a value of one indicates the opposite.

While we can directly calculate P3 and P4 once the project and feeding

buffers are determined, we need to calculate P1 and P2 via simulation.

4.3.2 Benchmark Methods

We compare our buffer sizing procedure, which we call PP, with the following

five benchmarks using performance indicators P1, P2, P3 and P4: Cut and

Paste Method (C&PM, Goldratt (1997)); Root Square Error Method (RSEM,

Newbold (1998)); Adaptive Procedure with Density (APD, Tukel et al. (2006));

Monte Carlo simulation method (SMC, Tenera (2008)); Method of Yu et al.

(2013).

The C&PM and RSEM are the most representative buffer sizing methods

used as benchmarks in the literature. The APD represents methods that extend

RSEM by scaling up buffer size with a global network complexity measure.

Some other methods extend RSEM by incorporating measures of resource

tightness, environmental uncertainty or rework risks, but are rarely used as

benchmarks. The SMC represents buffer sizing methods that use simulation

without considering network structure. The Yu2013 method represents those

determine buffer size using free floats to avoid the issue of a challenged critical

chain.

In the C&PM method (Goldratt, 1997), a project or feeding buffer is defined

as half of the sum of safety margins of all tasks on the critical or longest feeding

chain. Further, if there is only one task in a feeding chain, we allocate the

whole task safety margin to the feeding buffer as suggested by Newbold (1998,

p. 95). The RSEM method defines the buffer size as the square root of the

sum of squared safety margins of tasks on the associated chain. The APD

method determines feeding buffer size based on variances of lognormal task

durations, VAR, and a network complexity measure K. For every feeding

buffer, K is defined as one plus the total number of precedence relationships

on the sub-network feeding into the critical chain divided by the total number

of tasks on the sub-network. Then, the buffer size equals K times the root

square of the sum of VARs of tasks on the longest feeding chain. Tukel et al.

(2006) use a project buffer consisting of 0% or 20% of the estimated project

makespan for experiments. According to their results, the latter tends to

result in unnecessarily high reliability measures, i.e., P2 > 0.9, indicating large

estimated project makespans that would lead to a loss of competitive contracts,
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as discussed in Section 4.3.1; thus, we assume the project buffer size provided

by APD is zero.

In the SMC method, the project buffer size is the difference between the

simulated and the scheduled end times of the last task in the critical chain.

Then, the feeding buffer size is the difference between the simulated and the

scheduled end times of the task to which it is added. The simulated end time

is associated with the p-valued completion ratio, corresponding to the p-level

safety margin described in Section 4.1. The scheduled end time is calculated

based on late finish times, given mean estimated task durations in the project

network without buffers inserted. The method by Yu et al. (2013) uses free

slack and safety margin to determine buffer size. Each feeding buffer is the

smaller value of the free slack of the task to which it is added and the integrated

safety margin of the longest feeding chain. In this case, the project buffer is

found by integrating safety margins of tasks on the critical chain plus the sum

of remaining safety margins of all feeding chains, i.e., the positive differences

between the integrated safety margin and the feeding buffer size. Since they

do not decompose the network, all five benchmark methods operate on the

whole project network.

Note we use original buffer sizes that may have float values in the compu-

tational study. This is because all benchmark methods use fractional buffer

sizes and we aim for an accurate and technical comparison of methods.

4.3.3 Data and Simulation

In addition to the real-life project C2012-11, we use RanGen2 software to gen-

erate random project networks as introduced in Section 2.4. More specifically,

we consider project networks with 150 non-dummy tasks each and set the

serial/parallel indicator I2 ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}. Since all buffer sizing procedures

should start from the same extended project network with resource contentions

previously solved by adding new precedence relationships, we directly set the

number of resources as 1, RU = 0, and RC = 0 for the resource parameters to

generate such extended networks without resource contentions. We generate

30 project networks for each set of these parameters, thus there are 90 in total.

We treat the task durations generated by RanGen2 as mean values. Further

regarding the assumption of lognormal distributions for real task durations as

discussed in Section 4.1, we consider that the lognormal standard deviations of

all task duration variables in a project have the same value of σ. According to

Ashtiani et al. (2007), the σ can be reasonably assigned with a value in (0, 0.5].

In our buffer sizing simulations, we vary the value of σ ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}
and p ∈ {0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}. The value of p refers to the p · 100%-confidence

level when calculating the task safety margins within PP, C&PM, RSEM and
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Yu2013, and the buffer sizes within SMC.

When applying the SMC method to determine the buffer size, we randomly

generate 1000 replications of task durations regarding each set of σ and p for

each project network. To calculate P1 and P2 via simulation for all methods,

we also randomly generate 1000 replications of task durations regarding each

set of σ and p for each project network.

4.4 Computational Results

Section 4.4.1 discusses the results of the procedure PP and five benchmarks

applied to project C2012-11. Section 4.4.2 discusses the results of all methods

applied to 90 projects that are randomly generated by RanGen2.

4.4.1 Case Study

For the project C2012-11, Table 4.6 summarizes the results regarding the four

performance indicators and different levels of σ and p.

Table 4.6: Comparative Performance for Project C2012-11

The results provide the following observations:

• The buffer sizing procedure PP generally provides smaller values of P1,

indicating more accurate project makespan estimates, than the bench-

marks. As p and σ increase, these differences become greater. For p = 0.9

and σ = 0.5, our procedure delivers a value of 0.26, whereas all other

methods give values around 1 and the SMC presents the worst number

of 1.76.
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• Regarding P2, a value between [0.6, 0.9] is preferred as discussed in Sec-

tion 4.3.1. For p = 0.9, procedure PP performs the best with reasonable

values of P2 ranging from 0.77 to 0.89, while all the other five methods

produce values of P2 that are close to 1, which indicates overestima-

tion of project makespans. This advantage remains for p = 0.8 and

σ ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3}. For most other scenarios, the six methods have similar

performance. Furthermore, the results show how the reliability measure

P2, or the service level, varies with uncertainty level σ and safety margin

level p regarding task durations. Specifically, the service level increases

as p increases when σ is fixed and decreases as σ increases when p is fixed.

Given a desired service level and specified task uncertainty level, we can

directly find the appropriate confidence level of task safety margins. For

example, if we want a service level around 0.75, i.e., 75%, given σ = 0.1,

our procedure achieves this goal with p = 0.8.

• For P3, it shows that procedure PP gives the smallest value for all

scenarios of p and σ, indicating smaller feeding buffers than other methods.

Similarly, the significant advantage of our method PP is observed at

p = 0.9 and σ = 0.5, where our procedure delivers an average feeding

buffer size of 2.44 and the C&PM, RSEM, APD and SMC procedures

deliver much larger sizes of 9.55, 10.76, 14.30 and 18.13, respectively.

• For P4, the value of our procedure PP and Yu2013 is consistently zero

for all p and σ, indicating no issue of a challenged critical chain. By

contrast, the other benchmarks fail to avoid a challenged critical chain

in most scenarios, as indicated by values of one.

To summarize, our procedure provides substantial improvements in P1, P3

and P4 over the benchmark methods for project C2012-11. Because the de-

composition of project networks potentially leads to shorter feeding chains and

smaller limits of feeding buffers, our procedure directly leads to improvements

in P3 and P4. Based on detailed analysis of the network structure and relations

between the buffers, the defined project buffer further integrates the safety

margins of all minimal blocks of the project network, which reasonably include

the safety margins of the critical tasks and the remaining safety margins of

feeding chains. As a result, our procedure finds more accurate estimated project

makespan values, as indicated by P1. As for P2, given that a reasonable value

should be between 0.6 and 0.9, the proposed procedure outperforms others for

relatively high levels of p, such as 0.8 and 0.9, which fall in a range that is

representative of practice.
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4.4.2 RanGen Projects

Now we discuss the decomposition and buffer sizing results for projects with

data randomly generated by RanGen2.

Decomposition Results

Table 4.7 summarizes the decomposition results for each set of project networks.

The average number of minimal blocks and the average number of tasks per

minimal block are respectively calculated by

∑
Network i

NoMB(i)

NoN
and

∑
Network i

NoT

NoN ·NoMB(i)
,

where NoMB(i) is the number of minimal blocks for network i, NoN (= 30) is

the number of networks within each set, and NoT (= 150) is the number of

tasks in each network. Dummy tasks are not included in this calculation.

Set I2 Average Number of MBs Average Number of tasks per MB

1 0.25 15.5 9.71

2 0.50 24.8 6.08

3 0.75 72.97 2.07

Table 4.7: Decomposition Results for Random Project Networks

As I2 increases, indicating that the project network becomes more serial,

we find more minimal blocks and the decomposition procedure works more

effectively. Accordingly, the average number of tasks per minimal block de-

creases, which enables efficient identification of feeding chains and calculation

of feeding buffers within each minimal block.

Buffer Sizing Results

Tables 4.8 – 4.10 summarize the results of our procedure PP and the five

benchmarks on 90 randomly generated project networks. The indicators P
′
1,

P
′
2 and P

′
3 are calculated as the average values of P1, P2 and P3, respectively,

over 30 project networks within each subset I2 ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75} that have

the same serial/parallel indicator. Also, P
′
4 denotes the number of project

networks with P4 = 1 in each subset. We note that since the APD method does

not consider the confidence level p, its results for buffer size and performance

indicators do not vary with p values when σ is fixed within each subset.

In general, the results of this computational study are consistent with

those in the case study in Section 4.4.1, which demonstrate that our buffer

sizing procedure has superior performance over selected benchmarks regarding

the four indicators. As indicated by smaller P
′
1 values in Tables 4.8 – 4.10,

procedure PP delivers more accurate project makespan estimates than the
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benchmarks for most scenarios of p and σ. This advantage is sustained as the

serial/parallel network measure I2 increases from 0.25 to 0.75. Typically, the

P
′
1 value of our method stays around 0.05, whereas the other methods deliver

several-times larger values for high levels of p and σ. For example, the SMC

gives a value of 2.81 in the scenario of p = 0.9 and σ = 0.5 for project networks

with I2 = 0.5.

Table 4.8: Comparative Performance on Projects with I2 = 0.25

Table 4.9: Comparative Performance on Projects with I2 = 0.5
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Table 4.10: Comparative Performance on Projects with I2 = 0.75

For the reliability measure P
′
2, reasonable values should be between 0.6

and 0.9 as discussed in Section 4.3.1. We observe that procedure PP has

superior performance at p = 0.9. More specifically, for project networks with

medium-to-high serial/parallel measures, i.e. I2 ∈ {0.5, 0.75}, the proposed

procedure consistently provides reliability values within the range of [0.6, 0.9],

whereas other methods produce very high values that are close to 1.0, indicating

overestimation of project makespans. For most other scenarios of p and σ,

these methods show comparable performance.

The smallest P
′
3 values provided by our procedure PP show that it delivers

the smallest feeding buffers among all six methods for all scenarios of I2, p

and σ. Consider a representative scenario of p = 0.8 and σ = 0.3 for projects

with I2 = 0.5. Our procedure delivers an average feeding buffer size of 0.98,

whereas the others produce buffers with average size ranging from 1.41 to 16.43.

The results for P
′
4 again show that procedure PP and Yu2013 both avoid

the issue of a challenged critical chain for all 90 instances, whereas the other

benchmark methods do not.

For our procedure, the reliability measure P
′
2 decreases as σ increases given

fixed p, and decreases as p decreases given fixed σ. Similarly to the analysis in

the case study, the results give information on how the service level varies with

different levels of uncertainties and safety margins regarding task durations.

Given a desired service level and a specified uncertainty level, we can find the

task safety margins that imply a chosen confidence level.

Tables 4.7 - 4.10 together show how PP performs when network structure
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(indicated by I2) changes. As the project network becomes more serial, we

obtain more minimal blocks and fewer tasks per block, thus enabling more

efficient buffer sizing procedure. Accordingly, the performance of PP regarding

estimation reliability is improving as it delivers reasonable and greater values

for more scenarios of uncertainty and safety margin levels. However, the

performance regarding estimation accuracy, feeding buffer size and avoiding

challenged critical chain is consistently great and less sensitive to network

structures.

Sensitivity Analysis

We perform an additional experiment to study the sensitivity to project

size of the relative advantage of our procedure over the five benchmarks as

measured by P1 and P3. We let n ∈ {30, 60, 90, 120, 150} and generate 10

networks with I2 = 0.5 for each n. We set p = 0.8, σ = 0.3 and simulate 1000

times for each network. The relative advantage (RA) of our procedure over

each benchmark i is calculated as follows:

RAi(P1) =
P1(PP)− P1(i)

P1(i)
, RAi(P3) =

P3(PP)− P3(i)

P3(i)
.

For this experiment, the smaller the negative RA value, the greater the ad-

vantage of our procedure. For each RAi(P1) and RAi(P3), regression analysis

produces negative coefficients on n with p-values very close to zero and one-way

ANOVA also produces p-values very close to zero as shown in Tables 4.11

and 4.12. These results indicate that the relative advantage of our procedure

increases with the project size n.

C&PM RSEM APD

RA(P1) -.0035, 4.09e−20 -.0026, 2.34e−10 -.0054, 5.13e−12

RA(P3) -.0027, 5.62e−7 -.0017, 2.11e−6 -.0010, 3.51e−6

SMC Yu2013

RA(P1) -.0025, 2.42e−8 -.0038, 3.23e−14

RA(P3) -9.57e−4, 1.95e−11 -.0012, -.0010

Table 4.11: Regression Coefficients for n, and p-Values

C&PM RSEM APD SMC Yu2013

RA(P1) 2.28e−30 1.30e−10 4.11e−15 1.58e−13 2.50e−22

RA(P3) 1.38e−12 2.00e−10 4.75e−11 6.67e−20 5.36e−6

Table 4.12: One-Way ANOVA p-Values

The 50 networks generated above are further used to test the performance

of the buffer sizing methods considering different σ values for tasks within each
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project, for which we randomly assign a σ value among {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}
to every task. Also, we set p = 0.8 and simulate 1000 times for each network.

The results regarding four performance indicators are provided in Table 4.13,

and the sensitivity analysis results of project size on performance are provided

in Tables 4.14 and 4.15. They show similar advantages of the proposed method

against the five benchmarks as discussed above.

Table 4.13: Varied σ: Comparative Performance Measures

C&PM RSEM APD

RA(P1) -.0037, 1.06e−19 -.0024, 5.64e−9 -.0057, 8.18e−13

RA(P3) -.0027, 1.22e−6 -.0017, 5.28e−6 -.0010, 4.82e−6

SMC Yu2013

RA(P1) -.0027, 3.13e−8 -.0037, 1.21e−13

RA(P3) -8.75e−4, 1.43e−9 -.0011, -.0032

Table 4.14: Varied σ: Regression Coefficients for n, and p-values
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C&PM RSEM APD SMC Yu2013

RA(P1) 5.58e−27 3.37e−8 1.24e−17 1.86e−14 2.15e−18

RA(P3) 3.09e−10 2.31e−8 1.43e−8 8.46e−15 1.23e−4

Table 4.15: Varied σ: One-way ANOVA p-values

Results Summary

In summary, the proposed procedure shows substantial improvement in

terms of P1, P3 and P4. It delivers more accurate estimated project makespans

with smaller feeding buffers, and avoids the issue of a challenged critical chain.

Moreover, the advatages remain when project size increases and uncertainty

levels vary among tasks. For the reliability measure P2, our procedure generally

performs well for p = 0.9. This indicates that our procedure has the best

performance when safe task durations are estimated at the 90%-confidence

level.

4.5 Concluding Remarks

Because of the large economic value at stake, the sizing of buffers is centrally

important to CCPM. Despite extensive research, previous approaches suffer

from two significant deficiencies, which occur at the planning stage of projects:

erroneous buffer sizing leads to inaccurate estimation of project makespan,

and the insertion of feeding buffers overrides the critical chain. To resolve

these issues, we develop a buffer sizing procedure that decomposes the project

network to obtain more accurate information about the relative lengths of

critical and noncritical chains, and about interactions between buffers, over

complex network structures. Hence, the size of a feeding buffer is determined

based on uncertainties of all associated noncritical chains and their relations

with the critical chain, instead of only the uncertainty of the longest chain

feeding it. Moreover, feeding buffers are sized to keep the critical chain

unchallenged, and the project buffer additionally incorporates remaining safety

margins, by comparing feeding chains with their parallel critical counterparts.

Based on extensive computational testing for both real and simulated data,

our procedure provides more accurate buffer sizing and project makespan

estimation, as well as smaller feeding buffers, than five widely used benchmark

methods. Additional benefits include delayed expenditure, and reduced work-

in-process, rework, and multitasking.

Our work should be of direct value to project management companies,

for several reasons. First, all the information required for the network de-

composition is immediately available in every well documented project under

our problem setting. Second, the algorithmic steps required can easily be
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implemented as an add-on to commercial project planning software, such as

Microsoft Project. Third, the elimination of the issue of challenged critical

chains simplifies project planning and reduces replanning. Fourth, the flexib-

ility in using safety margins enables a project company to adjust its service

level, in order to take into account strategic issues that frequently influence

project selection and prioritization. Fifth, our buffer sizing procedure enables

significantly more accurate and robust estimation of project makespan than

earlier methods, thereby helping project companies to avoid the problems of

underestimation and overestimation, and their significant costs or opportunity

costs. Sixth, by enhancing CCPM, the choice that project companies face

between using traditional and CCPM planning may be clarified. Overall, we

hope that the following comment will be helpful to project companies: our work

enables significant reduction in buffers relative to other methods, but because

the buffers we design are more accurately sized, the result is an improvement

in project estimation.

Several problems remain open for future research. First, since our buffer

sizing procedure depends on project network structure, it would be valuable

to test it on project management applications with particular structures; an

example would be assembly-type projects with many concurrent tasks early in

the project but fewer later. Second, a widely used response to routine delays in

project execution is fast tracking, meaning the concurrent processing of tasks

that have a formal precedence relationship. It would be valuable to study how

the need to allow for this possibility during execution can be incorporated

into planning stage buffer-sizing decisions using network decomposition. Third,

the more accurate planning of buffers that our procedure enables allows for

the possibility of controllably running more tasks concurrently, which may

improve the effectiveness of resource allocations for project companies. Finally,

since many companies share their resources across concurrent projects, we

recommend extension of our buffer sizing procedure to the planning of multiple

projects that share resources.
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Chapter 5

Numerical Comparison of

CCPM and CPM/PERT

Overview

With the critical chain identified and well-sized buffers inserted in the project

networks, we now have the improved CCPM schedules. How do they perform

compared to those delivered by the traditional CPM/PERT techniques? This

is the question that both CCPM academics and practitioners care about

the most. As projects in practice have different features and needs, it is

difficult to make the right choice of planning techniques. The literature

mainly provides descriptive analysis of the similarities and differences of CCPM

and CPM/PERT; there are few case studies, but only use estimated project

makespan as performance indicator. Therefore, there is a need to make a

systematic and numeric comparison between these techniques to support this

hard decision making.

This chapter aims to fill this gap by conducting a comparative study using

data of real-life projects with wide-ranged characteristics including project

size, network complexity and resource constrainedness, and with varied safety

margins and uncertainty levels of task durations. Estimation accuracy and

reliability are considered as performance indicators besides project makespan.

Connections of different project scenarios and planning techniques are estab-

lished to help with better decision making of tactical choices to enhance project

performance.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 describes how

to deliver the CCPM, CPM and PERT schedules. Section 5.2 designs the

experiments to compare these schedules in terms of their time performances.

Section 5.3 discusses the numerical results, based on which the best planning

techniques for projects in different scenarios are also indicated. Section 5.4

provides the concluding remarks.
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5.1 Schedules of CCPM and CPM/PERT

We first present what makes the project schedules of CCPM, CPM and PERT

before conducting the comparative experiments. Refer to Section 2.1 for full

descriptions of the three methods. Since the traditional CPM and PERT

assume unlimited resources, it is necessary to extend the methods as described

below so that they can deliver resource feasible schedules in the context of

limited resource availabilities.

Critical chain identification and buffer sizing are the two fundamental steps

contributing to a CCPM schedule. More specifically, we identify the critical and

noncritical chains by applying the heuristic Heu0 (see Section 3.4.1), considering

mean task durations. Then, we apply the proposed buffer sizing procedure

to decide the sizes of project and feeding buffers. The CCPM schedule is a

late-start schedule based on the extended project network derived from the CCI

procedure with the time buffers inserted. Since the focus is time performance,

we do not consider resource buffers, which act as warnings and have no direct

time impact on the schedules. More details of critical chain identification and

buffer sizing procedures are provided in Chapters 3 and 4.

Recall that there are several CCI heuristics proposed. Nonetheless, we

consider only Heu0 in this study because it has highly comparative performance

with benchmarks and more importantly, it neither consumes any extra cost nor

changes task execution mode, which is consistent with the CPM and PERT

techniques; hence, the comparison of the three planning techniques has a

reasonable base.

Traditionally, a CPM schedule starts with the critical path analysis and

requires every resource contention to be resolved subsequently. Similarly to

critical chain identification, we can solve the RCPSP problem but with safe

task durations considered using the algorithm of Heu0, to get such a schedule.

The safe task duration refers to an estimate with a specific p · 100%-level of

confidence of completion, in accordance with the buffer sizing procedure in

CCPM.

Technically, the PERT firstly collects three estimates (most likely, optimistic,

and pessimistic) of task durations from task owners and other relevant persons.

Then it calculates the mean and variance/standard deviation for each task

duration based on the three estimates and the assumed Beta distribution, where

the lognormal distribution can be used alternatively. Mean task durations are

incorporated in the critical path analysis over project networks to deliver a

PERT schedule. Specifically, each task including the dummy end has been

assigned an expected start time, which is the length of the longest path from

the project start to the task itself, and a variability value, which is the square

root of the sum of the variances of tasks along the longest path. However,
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such a schedule does not consider resource contentions, which should be taken

into account for a resource-feasible schedule. Therefore, we apply the critical

chain identification procedure Heu0 to deliver a PERT schedule with resource

contentions tackled. The expected project makespan is the sum of mean

durations of tasks along the critical chain, associated with the variability value

defined above. Further, we assume the sum of tasks durations along the critical

chain complies with a lognormal distribution, as suggested by Trietsch and

Baker (2012), and calculate the PERT project makespans regarding specific

p · 100%-level of confidence of completion.

5.2 Experimental Design

In the experiments, we also use the data of 40 real-life projects with diverse

characteristics collected from the website of Operations Research & Scheduling

Research Group. Details of the data are provided in Section 3.5.1. To deliver

the three types of schedules described above, we treat the unique values of task

durations in the dataset as mean task durations and assume that real task

durations comply with lognormal distributions, where we denote the lognormal

standard deviation by σ.

We then simulate the execution of the 40 projects following the exten-

ded project networks derived from Heu0 and the assumed lognormal dis-

tributions for task durations. For each set of p ∈ {0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9} and

σ ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} and each project, the simulation runs 1000 times.

The simulated project makespans are used to calculate the following perform-

ance measures.

The time performance of CCPM, CPM and PERT schedules are specifically

analysed via three measures:

• the estimated project makespans EPM,

• the accuracy of estimated project makespans P1, i.e., the mean percentage

absolute deviation of the estimated project makespans from the simulated,

• and the reliability of estimated project makespans P2, i.e., the probability

that the simulated makespans do not exceed the estimated.

The measures of P1 and P2 are specifically defined in Section 4.3.1. The time

performance measures used in relevant literature are mostly project makespan

estimates, while the estimation reliability or accuracy is barely considered.

5.3 Results

In this section, we first discuss the numerical results considering EPM, P1

and P2. Then, we identify the best planning techniques for different project
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scenarios based on the results.

5.3.1 Numerical Analysis

A short makespan is always wanted at the first place by all stakeholders of

a project, and is frequently used as a performance measure when comparing

different scheduling techniques. We first investigate the performance of CCPM,

CPM and PERT on estimated project makespans, as shown in Table 5.1. For

each method and each set of p and σ, we calculate the number of projects for

which the current method provides the smallest estimated project makespan

among the three. The greatest number among the three methods is highlighted

in bold. We see that for most sets of p and σ, the CCPM outperforms the

other two by providing shorter estimated project makespans for more than

half of the 40 projects, with the specific number ranging from 27 to 40. Only

for p = 0.9 and σ ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3}, PERT performs the best by providing the

shortest makespans for 31 to 40 projects, and for p = 0.6 and σ = 0.5, CPM

performs the best by providing the shortest makespans for 36 projects.

Table 5.1: Performance on the Estimated Project Makespans

Further, it is worthwhile to study the prediction accuracy when considering

time performance. Table 5.2 presents the number of projects for which the

current method performs the best among the three in terms of small P1 values,

meaning high accuracy of the estimated project makespans. The greatest
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number among the three methods is also highlighted in bold. We see that in

terms of estimation accuracy, CCPM also performs the best. For most sets of

p and σ, it provides the most accurate makespan estimations for more than a

half of the 40 projects, with the specific number ranging from 21 to 37. Only

for a few other cases, PERT and CPM outperform CCPM, but the numbers

are below half of the 40 projects where p = 0.6. The groups of p and σ where

CCPM or PERT has obvious advantage over the other two methods are very

similar to the results of estimated project makespans.

Table 5.2: Performance on the Estimation Accuracy

Then, we investigate the reliability of estimated project makespans. Table 5.3

presents the number of projects for which the current method delivers P2 values

falling into the reasonable interval of [0.6, 0.9]. The logic of the reasonable

interval is discussed in detail in Section 4.3.1. To further consider the distances

of P2 values from the interval [0.6, 0.9] for each project, we define the distance

as 
0.6− P2, if P2 < 0.6,

P2 − 0.9, if P2 > 0.9,

0, otherwise.

Then we calculate the number of projects for which the current method delivers

the smallest distance among the three. Table 5.4 presents the results. The

best numbers among the three methods are highlighted in bold in the tables.
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Table 5.3: Performance on the Estimation Reliability - 1

Table 5.4: Performance on the Estimation Reliability - 2
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As for the estimation reliability, the performances of CCPM and PERT

are comparable to each other according to Table 5.3. Specifically, for p ∈
{0.8, 0.9} and all σ, they provide reasonably reliable estimations for more

projects than CPM, with the specific number ranging from 23 to 37. Only

for p = 0.6, σ ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3} and p = 0.7, σ ∈ {0.3, 0.4, 0.5}, CPM performs

better as it provides reasonably reliable estimations for more projects than the

CCPM and PERT. However, the relevant number can be as low as 4, which is

much less than half of 40. The result is similar when referring to Table 5.4,

which considers the distance between P2 and [0.6, 0.9]. Overall, CCPM and

PERT have comparable performance to each other, and tehy perform better

than CPM except for several cases when p ∈ {0.6, 0.7}.
According to the results above, the performance of each method is generally

consistent on the 40 projects. We therefore additionally calculate the average

EPM, P1 and P2 values over 40 projects, as shown in Tables 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7.

The better values are highlighted in bold. We see that in terms of the EPM

and estimation accuracy, CCPM has advantages over CPM and PERT for

most sets of p and σ, similar to the previous discussions considering the

number of projects. In terms of estimation reliability, the three methods

show comparable performance on average. CCPM and PERT have similar

values to each other. CPM generally delivers larger values because of greater

estimated project makespans, which are unnecessarily large especially for

p = 0.9. Note that although Table 5.1 shows CPM has best performance in

EPM for p = 0.6, σ = 0.5, this advantage is very slight compared to CCPM as

the two values are 1463.8 and 1464.4, respectively. Similarly, the performance

of PERT in EPM, P1 and P2 when p = 0.9 is only slightly better than CCPM,

based on the average performance measures.

While we separately vary p and σ values for a comprehensive numerical

study, the levels of the two parameters may be correlated in practice. More

specifically, if uncertainty σ is high, then the task safety margin level p should

normally be set high to cover for more uncertainty; if σ is low, then p could be

set low as well. From this aspect, we re-examine the diagonal values in all tables,

where (σ = 0.1, 0.2, p = 0.6), (σ = 0.3, p = 0.7, 0.8) and (σ = 0.4, 0.5, p = 0.9).

It can be concluded that CCPM is the best in providing short and accurate

project makespan estimation for all these scenarios, whereas CPM has slightly

better performance in estimation reliability forthe low p (=0.6) scenario.

The fundamental reason of the different performances of CCPM and CPM

is that the former explicitly takes safety margins out from individual task

durations and aggregates them in well-sized buffers and the latter does not. In

execution, this aggregation reduces the total safety margins that are included

in CPM and takes advantages of tasks that are finished earlier. As a result,

for high p, CPM tends to deliver very large EPM; as p decreases to low level,
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Table 5.5: Average Estimated Makespans of 40 Projects

Table 5.6: Average Estimation Accuracy of 40 Projects
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Table 5.7: Average Estimation Reliability of 40 Projects

indicating less safety margins in task durations, the difference between the two

methods becomes smaller. The average performance measures in Tables 5.5

– 5.7 provide the evidence.

Additionally, the reason why PERT is comparable with CCPM in several

scenarios is that the calculation of the PERT project makespan, which is based

on the expected duration of the critical chain with an associated variability

value, is similar to the calculation of the CCPM project makespan, which

consists of the expected duration of the critical chain and a project buffer.

The differences of CCPM and PERT as shown in Tables 5.5 – 5.7 are actually

resulted from the differences between the project buffer and the associate

variability value, and between task safety margins and variances.

5.3.2 The Best Technique

Based on the numerical analysis in Section 5.3.1, we are capable of identifying

the best planning techniques considering different performance measures and

different levels of safety margin and uncertainty regarding task durations.

Tables 5.8 and 5.9 present the results, where CPMs stands for CPM and PERT.

Note we treat p = 0.6 as a low safety margin level, p ∈ {0.7, 0.8} as medium,

p = 0.9 as high, and σ ∈ {0.1, 0.2} as a low uncertainty level, σ = 0.3 as

medium, σ ∈ {0.4, 0.5} as high.
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Table 5.8: The Best Planning Method Regarding EPM and P1

Table 5.9: The Best Planning Method Regarding P2

CCPM is the best technique for most levels of safety margin and uncertainty,

when focusing on the length and accuracy of project makespan estimates, i.e.,

EPM and P1. Only for a low level of safety margin and a high level of uncertainty

or a high level of safety margin and low-to-medium levels of uncertainty, CPM or

PERT may have better performance. However, these advantages are very slight

according to our previous analysis. If focusing on the reasonable reliability of

project makespan estimates, CCPM and PERT are comparable to each other

and have better performance than CPM for medium-to-high levels of safety

margin, while CPM is better for only low-to-medium levels of safety margin

and low-to-medium levels of uncertainty. Overall, if considering the three time

performance measures together and potential correlations between p and σ,

CCPM is the best technique for medium-to-high levels of safety margins, and

it may be outperformed by CPM when the safety margin level is low.

5.4 Concluding Remarks

CCPM, CPM and PERT are three popular scheduling techniques in project

management. While the former is attracting increasing attention in the literat-

ure, the traditional CPM/PERT is commonly used in practice. Despite the

availability of explanatory and single-case-study based comparisons of these

methods, there is a need for numerical analysis on their time performance in
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realistic settings to support the decision making on the choice of appropriate

method and to promote the application of CCPM in practice. Thereby, we

conduct experiments on 40 real-life projects with wide-ranged characteristics.

The results indicate consistent advantages of CCPM over CPM/PERT in terms

of length and prediction accuracy of project makespan estimates on the 40

projects. For the estimation reliability, CCPM is comparable with PERT

while CPM tends to deliver unnecessarily high values due to large project

makespan estimated. CCPM’s efficiency on various real-life projects, resulted

from subtracting safety margins from task durations and allocating buffers, is

confirmed for most scenarios of uncertainty level σ and safety margin level p

regarding the task durations. Meanwhile, CPM/PERT still have advantages

especially on the reliability measure for some scenarios with p = 0.6, indicating

extremely small build-in safety margins of task durations.

This research delivers more comprehensive information than the literature,

which uses smaller data samples without varying the levels of safety margin and

uncertainty. On the one hand, the common conclusion is that CCPM generally

outperforms CPM in terms of shorter project makespans. Furthermore, we

point out that for several scenarios of p and σ, CPM and PERT have comparable

or even better performance than CCPM. On the other hand, we additionally

consider the estimation accuracy and reliability as time performance measures,

and accordingly discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the three methods

regarding different levels of safety margin and uncertainty.

Thereby, our work provides useful guidelines for project management in

practice. The built-in safety margins, uncertainty levels and the objectives

of time performance all matter when choosing the right scheduling method.

If the length and accuracy of predicted makespans are considered, CCPM is

the best method for various scenarios of safety margins and uncertainty levels.

If the reasonable reliability of predicted makespans is the objective instead,

both CCPM and PERT can be considered for scenarios with medium-to-high

safety margins and varied uncertainty levels, while for certain scenarios with

low-to-mediate safety margins CPM is more appropriate.

Although the 40 projects have very wide-ranging characteristics in terms

of project size, network complexity and resource constrainedness, the data

is not enough to derive conclusions about the advantages of three methods’

performance on different projects regarding these traditional characteristics.

It is worthwhile to conduct the experiments in the future on larger data sizes

if available and map the scheduling methods to real-life projects with more

characteristics considered. Further, it is worthwhile to study the performance

of the improved CCPM and CPM/PERT on schedule robustness and resource

usage level.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we summarise the overall work on CCPM and assess the

contributions, given the research questions of critical chain identification, buffer

sizing and CCPM vs CPM/PERT addressed previously. Then, several open

problems and the future directions of research are discussed.

6.1 Conclusions

As a popular technique in the literature of project management, CCPM has

attracted less attention in practice, where the traditional critical path methods

are still dominant. In the thesis, we have tackled several fundamental challenges

regarding CCPM, aiming at providing efficient schedules and clear guidelines

of choosing the appropriate scheduling techniques for real-life projects, and

eventually promoting the full applications of CCPM. The specific challenges

that have been addressed are about explicit critical chain identification, well-

defined buffer sizing, and numerical comparison of CCPM and CPM/PERT in

realistic settings.

Critical chain identification and buffer sizing are the crucial steps to deliver a

CCPM schedule. This thesis has started with an explicit problem description for

CCI and introduced three methods that derive shorter critical chains and project

makespans than the standard RCPSP method in the literature, based on parallel

processing of tasks involved in resource contentions and reasonable trade-off

between time and cost/resource. Subsequently, mathematical programming

models and heuristics have been proposed for the utilisation of these methods.

Results of experiments on real-life projects with diverse characteristics have

confirmed the effectiveness and validity of the heuristics on delivering short

critical chains.

The baseline schedules and extended project networks produced by the CCI

procedure provide the base for the buffer sizing procedure, where project and

feeding buffers should be carefully sized to account for uncertainties in projects
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and guarantee reliable schedules. We have developed a buffer sizing method

that decomposes the project networks to obtain more accurate information

of the relative lengths of critical and noncritical/feeding chains, and of the

interactions between local structures and buffers as well as between buffers

themselves. Extensive computational testing on both real and simulated data

has shown that the logically determined buffers lead to more accurate project

makespans and keep the identified critical chain unchallenged, compared to

widely used benchmark methods.

Then, an improved CCPM method is obtained by combining the proposed

CCI and BS procedures. To see how it performs compared to the traditional

critical path methods - CPM and PERT, we have conducted a numerical

study using diverse real-life projects and considering different scenarios of

uncertainties and risk preferences/safety margins of task durations. The results

have indicated consistent advantages of CCPM over CPM and PERT regarding

short and accurate project makespan estimates. Furthermore, there has been

comprehensive information delivered considering how each method performs in

different scenarios, to help with the decision making of appropriate scheduling

techniques for a specified project. While CCPM is the best method for most

levels of uncertainties and safety margins, CPM and PERT are efficient in

scenarios of low built-in safety margins of task durations.

The overall contribution of the thesis is filling the research gaps of CCPM

methodology to deliver efficient project schedules and promoting its implication

in practice to enhance the time performance of projects. More specifically, we

have

• explicitly defined the problems of critical chain identification and buffer

sizing in CCPM;

• introduced three CCI methods and relevant heuristics to obtain critical

chains as efficient alternatives to those derived from the standard RCPSP

method, considering reasonable time and cost/resource trade-off;

• been the first to approach buffer sizing through analytical decomposi-

tion of project networks, and provided a well-defined procedure that is

implementable to any project network;

• delivered buffers that have logical advantages over previous ones, with

feeding buffers determined by uncertainties of all associated noncritical

chains instead of only the longest chain, and project buffers incorpor-

ating uncertainties of the critical chain and remaining uncertainties of

noncritical chains uncovered by feeding buffers via comparison of feeding

chains and their parallel critical counterparts;
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• delivered buffers that lead to more accurate estimation of project makespans,

while the smaller feeding buffers bring benefits of delayed expenditure

and reduced work-in-progress, rework and multitasking;

• tackled the issue of critical chains challenged by the insertion of feeding

buffers, while simultaneously addressing situations with multiple critical

chains, thus avoiding confusion, rescheduling and the use of expensive

emergency procedures;

• shown the consistent advantages of CCPM over traditional CPM and

PERT through a systematic and numerical comparison study in realistic

settings;

• provided clear guidelines for project managers to choose the right schedul-

ing technique to guarantee the time performance of projects in different

scenarios of uncertainties and risk preferences/task safety margins.

6.2 Future Work

Future directions of research work on CCPM are identified from three perspect-

ives: extensions of experiments, extensions of the proposed methodologies, and

implication of CCPM in practice.

The real-life project data used in this thesis has widely ranged characteristics

in terms of project size, network complexity and resource constrainedness, from

which we have derived a general conclusion that the proposed CCI methods work

effectively on relatively parallel project networks with more potential resource

contention sets. However, the volume of data is not big enough for drawing

specific conclusions to map the methods to different types of real-life projects

with more characteristics considered. To fully achieve this goal, experiments

should be conducted on larger data sizes if available. This experimental

extension also applies to the comparison study of CCPM and CPM/PERT.

Further, it is worthwhile to numerically analyse how the scheduling methods

perform considering schedule robustness, resource usage/allocation, work-in-

progress and earned value, for a more comprehensive comparison.

Additionally, experiments on buffer sizing could consider different uncer-

tainty levels for tasks in a project to confirm the advantages of the proposed

BS procedure in more flexible scenarios. Meanwhile, since the procedure de-

pends on project network structure, it would be valuable to test it on project

management applications with particular structures; an example would be

assembly-type projects with many concurrent tasks early in the project but

fewer later.

The buffer sizing method could be extended in two aspects. First, a

widely used response to routine delays in project execution is fast tracking,
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meaning the concurrent processing of tasks that have a formal precedence

relationship. It would be valuable to study how the need to allow for this

possibility during execution can be incorporated into planning stage buffer-

sizing decisions using network decomposition. Second, since many companies

share their resources across concurrent projects, we recommend extension of

our buffer sizing procedure to the planning of multiple projects that share

resources.

Also, there are several insightful buffer sizing topics suggested by Viva ex-

aminers. Simulation method plays an important part in buffer sizing literature.

However, the SMC buffer sizing method performs worse than other benchmarks.

It would be worthwhile to improve the simulation method considering more

network structure information and make another benchmark for buffer sizing.

Additionally, it would be interesting to consider a buffer method considering

only project buffer (and FB sizes are zero) using the proposed decomposition

method and study the benefits of delayed expenditure and reduced work-in-

progress. This may produce an alternative CCPM method that do not consider

feeding buffers. It would also be interesting to consider another network decom-

position method for buffer sizing: determine the critical chain for the original

network; remove arcs on the critical chain; repeat for remaining “networks”,

which is different from the proposed procedure that allows comparisons between

critical and noncritical chains when deciding buffers.

Finally, findings show that CCPM, if only properly implemented, can

offer a significant time-saving advantage over CPM (Maylor, 2010); thereby,

a very important direction for future research is addressing the challenges

of implementing CCPM. There has been resistance of this method within

organisations, as it calls for cultural and behavioural changes such as giving up

safe estimates of task durations, managing task hand-over in a relay race manner

instead of watching the individual due dates, sharing values of buffers, and

avoiding multitasking. Further, given the uncertainty of projects, precedence

relationships between tasks may change in execution. It is important to

dynamically accommodate the changes in the CCPM schedule. In addition, it

is vital for CCPM practitioners to monitor the project progress represented by

the consumption state of buffers, and take effective actions if buffers are used

too much compared to the progress, to ensure the on-time completion of the

project.
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